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Safe Sanctuary Policy for Kingwood United Methodist Church 

Texas Annual Conference Effective September 1, 2019 
 

Introduction 

OUR CALLING AND OUR MANDATE IS TO ENSURE SAFE SANCTUARY FOR GOD'S 

PEOPLE 

 

Throughout the gospels, Jesus provides teachings on providing a peaceable kingdom for all of God's 

people, including our most precious gifts, our children and youth (Matthew 5:9, Luke 18:15-17).  The 

peaceable kingdom begins with sanctuary.  

 

Scriptures provide examples of how sanctuary is to be a community of protective nurture and harmony 

(Psalms 20:1-2, 27:4-5).  As Christians, we are called to create a safe sanctuary in our churches.  They 

must be holy, safe, and protective communities for all of God's children, regardless of age or ability.  

The purpose of this policy is to address the safety of our children and youth at events sponsored by this 

church.  This church recognizes the need to have a formal, written policy with procedures in place (1) 

to help prevent the opportunity for the occurrence and/or the appearance of abuse of children and youth 

and (2) to help protect workers from false accusations and/or suspicions. 

 

The following policy and procedures are not based on a lack of trust in workers, but are intended to 

protect our preschoolers, children, youth, workers, employees, volunteers and the entire church body.  

Careful and confidential documentation is essential to show compliance with policies, to verify 

information as needed, and to have an accurate record in the case of an incident. 

 

Scope of Policy 

This policy and its provisions shall apply to all persons including all paid and unpaid adults, whether 

lay or clergy who have any direct or indirect contact with children and youth who participate in any 

activities or events sponsored by this church. 

  

Supervision 

An adult is anyone 18 years of age or older. 

A youth assistant is anyone under the age of 18 who may work with children and youth only when 

supervised by at least two adults over the age of 18 years. Youth assistants cannot be in charge of, nor 

left alone with children and youth.  Background checks on youth under the age of 18 are inaccessible, 

so choose youth with great care.   

 

To achieve compliance with the Safe Sanctuary policy it may be necessary to combine groups; recruit, 

train, and reference additional volunteers; or cancel an event.  Recognizing that there is safety in 

numbers, children and youth will be instructed to use the “buddy system.”  It is also strongly 

encouraged that there be present at least one adult who is trained and certified in First Aid and CPR. 

 

Observation of activities in rooms is essential, whether it is done by windows, open doors, glass doors, 

electronic technology, etc. 

 

For all persons seeking to work with children and/or youth, membership in this church shall be at least 

6 months (OR written recommendation from the senior pastor at the church most previously attended 

OR written recommendation from two current members of this church who have been members at least 

one year.) 
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Supervision for Nursery/childcare 

• There shall be a minimum of two (2) adults per room or within line of sight.

• Whenever possible State Childcare Minimum Standards shall be followed, particularly in

relation to the number of adults to child ratio.

Supervision of children and youth 

• The “2 Adult Rule” shall be observed (2 adults per classroom, 2 adults within line of sight.)

• Any one-to-one mentoring or consulting shall be conducted in sight of another adult.

• Understanding that there is safety in numbers, one adult can be in contact with multiple youth

(6th-12th grade) so long as they are in line of sight of other adults.

Overnight Accommodations 

At events that require overnight accommodations: 

• We strongly recommend that at least (2) adults be present in every room.

• When staying in a hotel, adults shall sleep in separate rooms from children/youth; or if

necessary for children/youth to share a room with an adult, adults shall sleep in separate beds

from children/youth so long as any one adult shall not be alone with any one child/youth.

• Recognizing accommodations may be restrictive in some cases one adult is adequate, so long

as any one adult shall NOT be alone with any one-child/youth.

Definitions of Abuse 

1. Verbal Abuse- Any verbal act that humiliates, degrades or threatens any child or youth.

2. Physical Abuse – Any act of omission or an act that endangers a person’s physical or mental

health.  In the case of child or youth physical abuse, this definition includes any intentional

physical injury caused by the individual’s caretaker.  Physical abuse may result from

punishment that is overly punitive or inappropriate to the individual’s age or condition.  In

addition, physical abuse may result from purposeful acts that pose serious danger to physical

health of a child or youth.

3. Sexual Abuse – Child or youth sexual abuse is the sexual exploitation or use of same for

satisfaction of sexual drives.  This includes, but is not limited to:

a. Incest

b. Rape

c. Prostitution

d. Romantic involvement with any participant

e. Any sexual intercourse, or sexual conduct with, or fondling of an individual enrolled as

a child or youth in sponsored activities of this church

f. Sexualized behavior that communicates sexual interest and/or content.  Examples are

not limited to: displaying sexually suggestive visual materials, making sexual comments

or innuendo about one’s own or another person’s body, touching another person’s body,

hair or clothing, touching or rubbing oneself in the presence of another person, kissing,

and sexual intercourse. (#6 taken from Resolution #30 Book of Resolutions 2000).

Screening for Adults  

Careful screening is one way to prevent the abuse of children and youth.  Screening calls for a careful 

gathering and review of information in search of those who can provide safe and caring supervision in 

a safe environment. 
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1. Prior to employment or acceptance as a paid or unpaid adult worker/volunteer, the event leader

in charge of an event or program shall direct each prospective applicant to complete the

application/consent form.  By signing the form, the applicant gives permission to this church to

contact references and perform the necessary investigation to complete the review of the

application.

2. This church is responsible for conducting at least two references and screening.  This screening

shall be done through Ministry Safe (as recommended by our Ins. Agent).  All Persons who

continue to serve as a Children’s or Youth volunteer every other year of service (per our Ins

Agent instead of the annual screening recommend by the conference).

3. If any of the reports raise questions about fitness of the applicant, this church will disapprove

the application.  This church reserves the right to turn away any persons for service.

4. If the applicant (paid or unpaid) is found to have been involved in any activity in which the

applicant abused or exploited children or youth, the applicant will not be approved.  Any

conviction of a crime against children or youth shall disqualify any applicant.

5. Results of screens shall be kept confidential.  The determination of whether a particular crime

is serious enough to result in this church giving a negative recommendation shall be made by

this church in its sole discretion.  Without in any way limiting those crimes which this church

may determine to be serious, these are guidelines:

Persons having a criminal history of any of the following types of offenses shall not be allowed to 

serve in any ministry with children and youth: 

• Child abuse, whether physical, emotional, sexual, or neglectful

• Violent offenses, including murder, rape, assault, domestic violence, etc

• Persons having a Criminal History of DUI or DWI conviction within the five (5) years

immediately prior to application shall not be allowed to act as a driver.

• Persons having a Criminal History of a drug related conviction within the five (5) years

immediately prior to application shall not be allowed to participate in the event.

Training 

Kingwood United Methodist Church will implement training and orientation procedures for all persons 

(including youth assistants) who work with children and youth.  Training shall include this policy, and 

appropriate discipline, appropriate physical and emotional boundaries, and leader misconduct as 

described in this policy.  No person shall, after this policy becomes effective, have any direct or 

indirect contact with children and/or youth until they have completed this training program. We 

recommend that at the beginning of each event a review of this policy be conducted. 

The guidelines of these policies and procedures create a status of Safe Sanctuary Certification with this 

church.  Adults thus certified are entrusted with the title “Certified Local Church Safe Sanctuary 

Worker with Children and Youth”. 

All Persons who continue to serve as a Children’s or Youth volunteers will go through Safe Sanctuary 

training every third year of service.  

Reporting of Incidents 

1. When an adult leader of an event or activity suspects that abuse or any suspected violation of

the Texas Penal Code is taking or has taken place, he or she shall call 911 when needed and

report the abuse to the appropriate local law enforcement agency and/or the Department of

Protective and Regulatory Services (800-252-5400).  The adult leader shall contact the
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administrator or event leader immediately, and cooperate fully with the investigation conducted 

by law enforcement officials or child protective services. 

2. Address any needs the child or youth may have, medical or otherwise. Report to the parent(s)

and/or legal guardians(s).

3. The person suspected of abuse (respondent) shall, for the safety and well being of the children

or youth, be removed with dignity from further contact with the children and youth until an

appropriate investigation has taken place.  The matter shall remain confidential.  If the adult

event leader is the respondent, then the report should be made to that person’s supervisor.

4. Following the report of an incident, the adult event leader, or supervisor in charge shall

document the report, and then speak with the alleged victim, being careful to use open-ended

questions.

5. All such conversations shall be documented. Careful and confidential documentation is

essential.  The documentation should include the following:

a. The name of the adult leader observing or receiving the disclosure of abuse, including

the date, time and place and any action taken by this person.

b. The alleged victim’s name, age, and date of birth.

c. Any statement made by the alleged victim.

d. Name of the respondent, the date, time and place of any conversation or any statement

made by the respondent.

e. Any action taken, i.e. suspension of the respondent.

f. Date and time of call to the appropriate agency, name of worker spoken to, content of

that conversation and case number assigned.

g. Date and time of call to law enforcement agency, name of officer spoken to and content

of that conversation.

h. Date and time of any other contacts made regarding this incident.

1. Notify the Senior Pastor.

2. It shall be the goal to provide supportive care to both the victim and the respondent

and to restore such persons to wholeness.  Supportive care can include the

procedures of the criminal justice system, provisions of the current Book of

Discipline, appropriate counseling referrals and continued pastoral visitation.

3. Confirmed reports of proven incidents of abuse shall be retained in a confidential

file for future screening purposes.

Media Response 

The Senior Pastor, District Superintendent and Bishop shall be informed of all investigations or 

allegations of abuse.  If investigations or allegations of abuse should come to the attention of the 

media, a response shall come from a designated church spokesperson or a spokesperson in the 

Conference Communications Office or as designated by the Bishop.  Refer all inquires to the 

spokesperson.  Do not give out any information, simply state that all inquiries will be answered by 

our spokesperson. 

Appropriate Discipline 

Children and youth should be made aware that appropriate behavior is expected at all events.  Gentle 

reminders are always necessary when dealing with children and youth.  When these reminders don’t 

work, then discipline needs to move to the next step.  In cases where behavior has to be addressed, 
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designated event adults should handle it.  In no case is physical discipline an appropriate measure to 

deal with problems.  A reasonable response might include a period of “time out” for the child or youth.  

This should be done with necessary supervision keeping safe sanctuary guidelines in mind. 

Keeping parents involved is important.  They need to be kept up to date on their child’s behavior.  For 

serious offenses, the appropriate response will be to send the child or youth home immediately.  

Parents and the leaders will help make proper arrangements. 

Appropriate Physical and Emotional Boundaries 

Physical boundaries are most important in dealing with children and youth.  Persons working with 

children and youth have to understand and respect those boundaries.  Obviously these boundaries 

change as children grow older.  A young child sitting in the lap of a caregiver is most appropriate, 

whereas an older child or youth sitting in a adult’s lap would not be acceptable.  Hugs and kisses from 

a toddler to an adult are entirely different than the same from a youth. 

Emotional boundaries are also important.  As a child grows older it is important for the adult to 

maintain appropriate boundaries in relationships.  It is important for those working with children and 

youth to not step outside of those lines and allow the younger person to become too attached to them.  

It is important for the older person to be careful where conversations might lead and to steer clear of 

inappropriate talk.  When an adult recognizes that there might be an issue with these boundaries, great 

space should be allowed to come between them and the child or youth in question.  If that does not 

solve the problem, then the event leadership should address the issue. 

Leader Misconduct 

It is a privilege to work with youth.  Great responsibility is required.  Those who violate this policy 

shall immediately be removed from contact with children and youth and appropriate authorities shall 

be notified immediately.   

Spiritual Boundaries for Safe Sanctuary 

As we seek to lead young people in the development of their faith story, it is essential that we guide 

them and do not manipulate their emotions.  This is especially true at longer youth/children’s events.  

The attendees may be exhausted by longer and more active days than they are accustomed to and 

thereby more susceptible to emotional manipulation.  It is therefore necessary that, as we present the 

message of the Gospel of Jesus Christ and the opportunity to follow Jesus in a life-long journey, we 

present the invitation with “no-strings-attached.”  We must allow each person involved to make their 

own decisions without stigma, coercion, or pressure in any form.  As we do this faithfully, we will see 

more fruitful commitments in the lives of all our participants.   
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SUMMARY 

APPLICATION PROCESS 

1. All adults shall complete an application/consent form.  By signing the form, the applicant gives

permission to have references checked and background screening completed by the appropriate

authority.

2. The application will be processed with all references checked and background screening will be

completed by Ministry Safe.

3. All applicants must attend Local Church Safe Sanctuary training.

REPORTING OF INCIDENTS 

1. If an adult worker/volunteer observes or suspects a violation of the Safe Sanctuary policy, these

steps must be taken immediately.

A.  Address any immediate needs the child or youth may have. 

B.  Report concerns to event coordinator. 

C.  Cooperate with leadership and authorities throughout the crisis. 

2. If an adult suspects that abuse or any suspected violation of the Texas Penal Code is taking or has

Taken place, he or she shall call 911 when needed and report the abuse to the appropriate local

Law enforcement agency and/or The Department of Protective and Regulatory Services.

(800.252.5400)

Recommended Resource:  Safe Sanctuaries:  Reducing the Risk of Child Abuse in the Church by Joy 

Thornburg Melton (Discipleship Resources, ISBN 0881772208) 

Background checks through Background Information Systems (214) 360-9159, 

dale@criminalbackground.com 
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2@( J-+("#9&158*"&#(&#(*-+(d56;&<5+#*(8#'(_&;0#*++1(G66;"28*"&#(%";;(J-+("#9&158*"&#(&#(*-+(d56;&<5+#*(8#'(_&;0#*++1(G66;"28*"&#(%";;(J-+("#9&158*"&#(&#(*-+(d56;&<5+#*(8#'(_&;0#*++1(G66;"28*"&#(%";;(J-+("#9&158*"&#(&#(*-+(d56;&<5+#*(8#'(_&;0#*++1(G66;"28*"&#(%";;(

:+(0.+'(*&(.21++#(8#<(6&*+#*"8;('1"7+13.4:+(0.+'(*&(.21++#(8#<(6&*+#*"8;('1"7+13.4:+(0.+'(*&(.21++#(8#<(6&*+#*"8;('1"7+13.4:+(0.+'(*&(.21++#(8#<(6&*+#*"8;('1"7+13.4(*-1&0$-(*-+(2-012-L.("#.018#2+(
2&568#<(8#'(*-+(Y*8*+L.(M+681*5+#*(&9(,&*&1(_+-"2;+.=(*&('+*+15"#+("9(*-+(
6&*+#*"8;('1"7+1(".(8(.89+('1"7+1@((f+9+1(*&(!),/(M1"7+1?.(C&;"2<(9&1(2&56;+*+(
21"*+1"8@(3G66+#'"E(>4(

(
S@gS@gS@gS@g(((( G661&78;IM".8661&78;(C1&2+..(G661&78;IM".8661&78;(C1&2+..(G661&78;IM".8661&78;(C1&2+..(G661&78;IM".8661&78;(C1&2+..(3R#"*"8;(2+1*"9"28*"&#(8#'(%-";+(.+17"#$("#(8(

,"#".*1<4(

((((
( ( 8@((C+1.&#.(58<(:+$"#(%&1B"#$("#(8(,"#".*1<(%-+#H((

• J-+(866;"28*"&#(686+1%&1B(8#'(2+1*"9"28*"&#(%&1B(".(2&56;+*+(8#'(*-+(6+1.&#(
".(9&0#'(*&(5++*(*-+(822+6*8#2+(.*8#'81'.=(&1((((

• J-+(866;"28*"&#(686+1%&1B(".(2&56;+*+(8#'(*-+(866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1(-8.(
2-+2B+'(8*(;+8.*(*%&(3S4(&9(*-+(1+9+1+#2+.@((((((

(((( C+1.&#.(9&0#'(*&(:+(&0*(&9(2&56;"8#2+C+1.&#.(9&0#'(*&(:+(&0*(&9(2&56;"8#2+C+1.&#.(9&0#'(*&(:+(&0*(&9(2&56;"8#2+C+1.&#.(9&0#'(*&(:+(&0*(&9(2&56;"8#2+(9&;;&%"#$(*-+(2&56;+*"&#(&9(
*-+(2+1*"9"28*"&#(8#'(822+6*8#2+(61&2+..(.-8;;(:+("55+'"8*+;<(
1+5&7+'(91&5(.+17"#$("#(8#<(,"#".*1<@((((

!
:@( C+1.&#.(-87"#$(8(/1"5"#8;(O".*&1<(&9(8#<(&9(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(*<6+.(

&9(&99+#.+.(.-8;;(#&*(:+(8;;&%+'(*&(.+17+("#(8#<(,"#".*1<(%"*-(61&*+2*+'(6+1.&#.N(

• /-";'(8:0.+=(%-+*-+1(6-<."28;=(+5&*"&#8;=(.+E08;=(&1(#+$;+2*90;(

• _"&;+#*(&99+#.+.=("#2;0'"#$(501'+1=(186+=(8..80;*=('&5+.*"2(7"&;+#2+=(+*2@(
(

2@( C+1.&#.(-87"#$(8(/1"5"#8;(O".*&1<(&9(M)R(&1(MAR(2&#7"2*"&#(%"*-"#(*-+(9"7+(3T4(
<+81.("55+'"8*+;<(61"&1(*&(866;"28*"&#(.-8;;(#&*(:+(8;;&%+'(*&(82*(8.(8('1"7+1@((
f+9+1(*&(!),/(M1"7+1?.(C&;"2<(9&1(2&56;+*+(21"*+1"8@(3G66+#'"E(>4(

(
'@(( K<"#$(&#(8#(866;"28*"&#(58<(:+(280.+(9&1(1+5&78;(91&5(.+17"2+("#(8(,"#".*1<@(
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S@gS@gS@gS@g(((( G661&78;IM".8661&78;(C1&2+..(G661&78;IM".8661&78;(C1&2+..(G661&78;IM".8661&78;(C1&2+..(G661&78;IM".8661&78;(C1&2+..(32&#*?'4(
(

+@( e*-+1(&99+#.+.=('+6+#'"#$(&#(-&%(1+2+#*=(*-+(91+b0+#2<=(8#'(#8*01+(58<(8;.&(
61+2;0'+(8#(866;"28#*(&1(A&1B+1(91&5(.+17"#$("#(8(,"#".*1<@((J-".(%";;(:+(
'+*+15"#+'(&#(8(28.+U:<U28.+(:8.".(:<(*-+(Y+#"&1(,"#".*+1(8#'(*-+(866;"28:;+(
M"1+2*&1@((R#(.02-(28.+.=(*-+('+*+15"#"#$(982*&1.(%";;(:+(*-+(:+.*("#*+1+.*.=(.89+*<(
8#'(%+;;(:+"#$(&9(*-+(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.@((G#<(866;"28#*(&1(A&1B+1(%-&.+(
/1"5"#8;(O".*&1<(".(.02-(*-8*(-".(&1(-+1(8661&78;(".(.0:\+2*(*&('+2"."&#(:<(*-+(
Y+#"&1(,"#".*+1(8#'(*-+(866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1=(%";;(:+($"7+#(*-+(&66&1*0#"*<(*&(
+E6;8"#(*-+(2"1205.*8#2+.(*&(*-+(Y+#"&1(,"#".*+1(8#'(*-+(866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1@(

(
9@( A&1B+1.(%-&(1+90.+(*&(2&56;<(%"*-(*-".(6&;"2<(&1(1+6+8*+';<(98";(*&(9&;;&%("*(.-8;;(

:+(.0:\+2*(*&('".5"..8;@(

(
$@( A&1B+1.(%-&('&(#&*(8**+#'(58#'8*&1<(*18"#"#$(&#(!),/?.(Y89+(Y8#2*081<(

C&;"2<(81+(.0:\+2*(*&('".5"..8;@(

((((
((((

!
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g@cg@cg@cg@c(((( /&#*"#0"#$(d'028*"&#/&#*"#0"#$(d'028*"&#/&#*"#0"#$(d'028*"&#/&#*"#0"#$(d'028*"&#((((^(/+1*"9"28*"&#(f+#+%8;^(/+1*"9"28*"&#(f+#+%8;^(/+1*"9"28*"&#(f+#+%8;^(/+1*"9"28*"&#(f+#+%8;((((

!
gggg@[@[@[@[(((( /&#*"#0"#$(d'02/&#*"#0"#$(d'02/&#*"#0"#$(d'02/&#*"#0"#$(d'028888*"&#*"&#*"&#*"&#((((

(
8@( M"1+2*&1.(.-8;;(+#2&018$+(8#'(58<(1+b0"1+(A&1B+1.(*&(8**+#'(2&#*"#0"#$(

+'028*"&#(&66&1*0#"*"+.@(

(
:@( J18"#"#$(&9(A&1B+1.(.-8;;(:+(61&7"'+'(*-1&0$-(*-+(M"1+2*&1.(&#(8(1+$0;81(:8.".(

8#'(58<("#2;0'+N(

• ]"1+(8#'(F0";'"#$(Y89+*<(3G66+#'"E(R4(

• /Cf(8#'(9"1.*(8"'(2+1*"9"28*"&#(

• .*8*0*&1<(1+b0"1+5+#*.(9&1(*-+(58#'8*&1<(1+6&1*"#$(&9(2-";'(8:0.+(8#'(*-+(
"'+#*"9"28*"&#(&9(8:0.+(8.('+9"#+'(:<(*-+(J+E8.(]85";<(/&'+(3G66+#'"E(G4((

• &*-+1(&6+18*"&#8;($0"'+;"#+.(

(
gggg@S@S@S@S(((( /+1*"9"28*"&#(f+#+%8;/+1*"9"28*"&#(f+#+%8;/+1*"9"28*"&#(f+#+%8;/+1*"9"28*"&#(f+#+%8;(((( ((((
( (

8@ /&&1'"#8*&1=(M"1+2*&1.=(,"#".*+1.(.-8;;(1+.+17+(*-+(&6*"&#(&9(2&550#"28*"#$(*-+(
.0:.*8#2+(&9(!),/?.(.89+*<(6&;"2<(*&(A&1B+1.(%"*-"#(*-+(1+U2+1*"9"28*"&#(*"5+=(8.(
'++5+'(#+2+..81<@(

(
:@ /+1*"9"28*"&#(1+#+%8;(%";;(:+(1+b0"1+'(+7+1<(9"7+(3T4(<+81.H("#(822&1'8#2+(%"*-(

/+1*"9"28*"&#(C1&2+..=(Y+2@(S@S384@((
(

2@ G5+#'5+#*.(&1(2-8#$+.(*&(*-".(6&;"2<(.-8;;(:+('++5+'(8.(.0"*8:;+(1+8.&#(9&1(
1+b0"1"#$(1+U2+1*"9"28*"&#(*18"#"#$(9&1("#'"7"'08;.(%"*-"#(*-+"1(9"7+(3T4(<+81(1+#+%8;(
*"5+;"#+@((

(
(
( (
(
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C;+8.+(1+9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(C;+8.+(1+9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(C;+8.+(1+9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(C;+8.+(1+9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(
'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@(

hhhh@c@c@c@c(((( >dPdfGK(>dPdfGK(>dPdfGK(>dPdfGK(CeKR/RdYCeKR/RdYCeKR/RdYCeKR/RdY((((
(
h@[h@[h@[h@[ Y*899"#$Y*899"#$Y*899"#$Y*899"#$((((
((((
((((
((((

(

8@((A-";+(&#(28560.=(*-+1+(.-8;;(8;%8<.(:+(8(M"1+2*&1(&1(*-+"1('+."$#++(&#('0*<(%-";+(
*-+(,"#".*1"+.(81+("#(.+.."&#(%-&(.-8;;(58B+(18#'&5(2-+2B.@((((

(

:@((G(5"#"505(&9(*%&(3S4(A&1B+1.(.-8;;(:+(61+.+#*("#(8#<(1&&5(&1(81+8(%-+1+(C1&*+2*+'(
C+1.&#.(81+(681*"2"68*"#$@((G(."#$;+(%&1B+1("#(8(1&&5(".(6+15"..":;+("#(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(
."*08*"&#.N(

• d.2&1*(&9(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(:+*%++#(&#U28560.(:0";'"#$.(&1("#(

-8;;%8<.(

• ,&#"*&1"#$(*-+(811"78;(&1('+681*01+(&9(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(

• ,&#"*&1"#$(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(*&(1+.*1&&5.(8#'(*+82-+1(

1+.*1&&5(:1+8B.(

• R#(28.+.(&9(+5+1$+#2<(281+(

(

2@( R9(*-+(1+b0"1+'(#05:+1(&9(A&1B+1.(28##&*(:+(&:*8"#+'(9&1(*-+(#05:+1(&9(1&&5.(&1(
81+8.=(*-+#(*-+($1&06(.-8;;(:+(2&5:"#+'(%"*-(8#&*-+1($1&06(&1(*-+(,"#".*1<(
28#2+;+'@(

(

'@((A-+#(985";<(5+5:+1.(%&1B(*&$+*-+1(3-0.:8#'I%"9+I681+#*I2-";'I.":;"#$.I+*2@4=(8#(
8''"*"&#8;(A&1B+1(.-8;;(:+(61+.+#*@((G#(+E2+6*"&#(%";;(:+(8;;&%+'(&#;<("#(28.+.(
%-+1+(:&*-(985";<(5+5:+1.(-87+(82*"7+;<(.+17+'("#(*-+(/-012-(9&1(8*(;+8.*(&#+(3[4(
<+81(8#'(*-+#(&#;<(89*+1(Y+#"&1(,"#".*+1(8#'(866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1(8661&78;@(
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(
h@Sh@Sh@Sh@S(((( e#(/8560.(Ce#(/8560.(Ce#(/8560.(Ce#(/8560.(C182*"2+.182*"2+.182*"2+.182*"2+.((((
(

8@((M&&1.(*&(1&&5.(.-8;;(:+(B+6*(&6+#M&&1.(*&(1&&5.(.-8;;(:+(B+6*(&6+#M&&1.(*&(1&&5.(.-8;;(:+(B+6*(&6+#M&&1.(*&(1&&5.(.-8;;(:+(B+6*(&6+#(&1=("#(*-+(28.+(&9(
1&&5.(%"*-(M0*2-('&&1.=(*-+(*&6(-8;9(&9(*-+(
'&&1(.-8;;(:+(B+6*(&6+#@(((

(
:@((R*(".(822+6*8:;+(*&(2;&.+(*-+('&&1(*&(8(1&&5("9(

*-+1+(".(8(%"#'&%(*&(*-+(-8;;%8<(*-8*(8;;&%.(
&:.+178*"&#(&9(82*"7"*"+.("#(*-+(1&&5@(((

(
2@(()#'+1(#&(2"1205.*8#2+.(.-8;;(8(A&1B+1(:+(8;&#+(%"*-(8(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(:+-"#'(8(

2;&.+'('&&1(%"*-(#&(%"#'&%@((M&&1.(.-8;;(#+7+1(:+(;&2B+'(%-";+(&2206"+'(:<(
A&1B+1.(8#'(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.=(0#;+..(.02-('&&1.(81+(&9(*-+(`M0*2-(M&&1a(781"+*<=(
8#'(*-+(*&6(6&1*"&#(&9(.8"'('&&1.(81+(;+9*(2&56;+*+;<(&6+#@(

(
'@((/;8..+.(.-8;;(1+58"#("#(*-+(8.."$#+'(1&&5(;&28*"&#@((R9(*-+1+(".(*&(:+(8(2-8#$+(&9(

;&28*"&#=(8(."$#(.-8;;(:+(6&.*+'(&#(*-+('&&1(61&7"'"#$(#&*"2+(&9(8#<(2-8#$+(&9(
;&28*"&#@(

(
+@(((A&1B+1.(.-8;;(%+81(*-+"1(#85+*8$.(%-";+(%&1B"#$(&#(28560.("#(8(,"#".*1<@(((

(
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h@h@h@h@gggg(((( M".2"6;"#+M".2"6;"#+M".2"6;"#+M".2"6;"#+(
(

8@((J-+(866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1(.-8;;(8'7".+(A&1B+1.(&#(*-+(:+.*(G$+UG661&61"8*+(M".2"6;"#+(
,+*-&'.(3G66+#'"E(d(^(]4@(

(
:@((J-+(:+-87"&1(&9(8(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(%-&(".(8(2&#.*8#*('".106*"&#(.-8;;(:+('".20..+'(

%"*-(-".(&1(-+1(681+#*.(&1(;+$8;($081'"8#(8#'(*-+(866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1@((C81+#*.(&1(
;+$8;($081'"8#(.-8;;(:+(8.B+'(*&(8**+#'(*-+(,"#".*1<(*&(&:.+17+(&1(2&#*1&;(*-+(
61&:;+5(:+-87"&1@(((

(
2@( G(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(%-&(".('".106*"7+(&1(8('8#$+1(*&(-"5I-+1.+;9(&1(&*-+1.(.-8;;(:+(

1+5&7+'("55+'"8*+;<(:<(*-+(A&1B+1(8#'(*-+(681+#*.=(;+$8;($081'"8#(8#'(*-+(
866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1(.-8;;(:+(61&56*;<(#&*"9"+'@(

(
(
(

(
h@Th@Th@Th@T(((( /&550#"28*"&#(%"*-(C81+#*.IK+$8;(>081'"8#./&550#"28*"&#(%"*-(C81+#*.IK+$8;(>081'"8#./&550#"28*"&#(%"*-(C81+#*.IK+$8;(>081'"8#./&550#"28*"&#(%"*-(C81+#*.IK+$8;(>081'"8#.(
(

8@(((A&1B+1.(.-&0;'(8**+56*(*&(B++6(&6+#(;"#+.(&9(2&550#"28*"&#(%"*-(
681+#*.(&1(;+$8;($081'"8#.@(

(
:@( C81+#*.(8#'(;+$8;($081'"8#.(.-8;;(8;%8<.(:+(6+15"**+'(*&(&:.+17+("#(8(2;8..1&&5@(
(
2@((C81+#*.(8#'(;+$8;($081'"8#.(.-8;;(:+(8'7".+'(:<(*-+(866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1(*-8*(*-+<(

50.*(6"2B(06(*-+"1(1+.6+2*"7+(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(#&(;8*+1(*-8#(*+#(3[c4(5"#0*+.(89*+1(
*-+(,"#".*1<(".(&7+1(0#;+..(.6+2"8;(8118#$+5+#*.(-87+(:++#(58'+(%"*-(*-+(A&1B+1.(
2&#2+1#+'@(

(
'@((C81+#*.(8#'(;+$8;($081'"8#.(.-8;;(:+(8'7".+'(:<(*-+(866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1(%-+1+(*&(

1+6&1*(.0.6+2*+'(8:0.+(&1(&*-+1(2&#2+1#.(1+$81'"#$(8(."*08*"&#(8#'(:+(8..01+'(*-8*(
1+6&1*.(.-8;;(1+58"#(2&#9"'+#*"8;@(

(
+@((R#9&158*"&#(2&#2+1#"#$(*-+(.;++6"#$(822&55&'8*"&#.(9&1(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(8*(8#<(

&7+1#"$-*(+7+#*(.-8;;(:+(58'+(878";8:;+(*&(681+#*.(&1(;+$8;($081'"8#.(:<(*-+(
866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1@(

(
9@( G(."$#+'(d5+1$+#2<(,+'"28;(f+;+8.+(]&15(.-8;;(:+(&:*8"#+'(9&1(

+82-(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#("#(&1'+1(*&(681*"2"68*+("#(8#<(,"#".*1<(&99(
28560.(0."#$(2-012-(&1$8#"D+'(*18#.6&1*8*"&#@(

(
$@( G(."$#+'(C81+#*8;I>081'"8#(/&#.+#*(]&15(.-8;;(:+(&:*8"#+'(9&1(+82-(C1&*+2*+'(

C+1.&#("#(&1'+1(*&(681*"2"68*+("#(8#<(&99U28560.(,"#".*1<@((J-+(2&#.+#*(9&15(58<(
2&7+1(+7+#*.(9&1(8(.*8*+'(*"5+(6+1"&'(&1("*(58<(2&7+1(.6+2"9"2(+7+#*.@(
(
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C;+8.+(1+C;+8.+(1+C;+8.+(1+C;+8.+(1+9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(
'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@((((
((((
J-+(9&;;&%"#$('+*8";.(I(61&2+'01+.(81+("#(8''"*"&#(*&(*-+($+#+18;(6&;"2"+.(&0*;"#+'("#(J-+(9&;;&%"#$('+*8";.(I(61&2+'01+.(81+("#(8''"*"&#(*&(*-+($+#+18;(6&;"2"+.(&0*;"#+'("#(J-+(9&;;&%"#$('+*8";.(I(61&2+'01+.(81+("#(8''"*"&#(*&(*-+($+#+18;(6&;"2"+.(&0*;"#+'("#(J-+(9&;;&%"#$('+*8";.(I(61&2+'01+.(81+("#(8''"*"&#(*&(*-+($+#+18;(6&;"2"+.(&0*;"#+'("#(
YJG]YJG]YJG]YJG]]RP>(CeKR/RdY=(Yd/J@(h@[@(]RP>(CeKR/RdY=(Yd/J@(h@[@(]RP>(CeKR/RdY=(Yd/J@(h@[@(]RP>(CeKR/RdY=(Yd/J@(h@[@(((((

T@c(T@c(T@c(T@c(,RPRYJfRdY(e](/ORKMfdP(FdKeA(>fGMd(YRi,RPRYJfRdY(e](/ORKMfdP(FdKeA(>fGMd(YRi,RPRYJfRdY(e](/ORKMfdP(FdKeA(>fGMd(YRi,RPRYJfRdY(e](/ORKMfdP(FdKeA(>fGMd(YRi((((
((((
(
(
(
(
T@[T@[T@[T@[ /-";'(Y+201"*<(C&;"2"+./-";'(Y+201"*<(C&;"2"+./-";'(Y+201"*<(C&;"2"+./-";'(Y+201"*<(C&;"2"+.((((
((((

8@( ]&1(,"#".*1"+.]&1(,"#".*1"+.]&1(,"#".*1"+.]&1(,"#".*1"+.((((%"*-(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(9&01(3h4(<+81.(8#'(<&0#$+1%"*-(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(9&01(3h4(<+81.(8#'(<&0#$+1%"*-(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(9&01(3h4(<+81.(8#'(<&0#$+1%"*-(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(9&01(3h4(<+81.(8#'(<&0#$+1=(8(6&."*"7+("'+#*"*<(
.+201"*<(.<.*+5(.-8;;(:+(0.+'(*&(58*2-(*-+(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(8#'(*-+(6+1.&#(6"2B"#$(
*-+5(06@((j!),/?.('8<(.2-&&;(".(*&(9&;;&%("*.(&%#(2-+2BU"#(8#'(2-+2BU&0*(
61&2+'01+.@(

(

:@((]&1(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.=(9"7+(3T4(<+81.(*-1&0$-(.+2&#'($18'+]&1(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.=(9"7+(3T4(<+81.(*-1&0$-(.+2&#'($18'+]&1(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.=(9"7+(3T4(<+81.(*-1&0$-(.+2&#'($18'+]&1(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.=(9"7+(3T4(<+81.(*-1&0$-(.+2&#'($18'+(8#'(*-+('8<(.2-&&;=(*-+(
681+#*(.-8;;(2&56;+*+(8(/-";'(/0.*&'<(f+;+8.+(9&15(*-8*("'+#*"9"+.(%-&(58<(6"2B06(
*-+(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(8#'(%-+1+(*-+(681+#*3.4(81+(;"B+;<(*&(:+(9&0#'(%-";+(*-+(
C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(".(681*"2"68*"#$("#(*-+(,"#".*1<@((e#;<(8(681+#*(&1(&*-+1(6+1.&#(
.6+2"9"28;;<('+."$#8*+'(:<(*-+(681+#*=(58<(6"2B(06(2-";'1+#@((A&1B+1.(.-8;;(:+(
6+15"**+'(*&(1+b0+.*("@'@(91&5(8#<&#+('"99+1+#*(*-8#(*-+('1&66"#$(&99(8'0;*=(&1(
'"99+1+#*(91&5(*-+(&1"$"#8;('+."$#++@((

( ( (
2@((J-"1'(*-1&0$-(9"9*-($18'+.J-"1'(*-1&0$-(9"9*-($18'+.J-"1'(*-1&0$-(9"9*-($18'+.J-"1'(*-1&0$-(9"9*-($18'+.(58<(:+(1+;+8.+'(91&5(Y0#'8<(Y2-&&;(:<(*-+(A&1B+1.(

%"*-&0*(:+"#$(6"2B+'(06(:<(8(681+#*(&1(&*-+1('+."$#8*+'(6+1.&#("9(*-+(681+#*(
61&7"'+.(*-+(A&1B+1.(%1"**+#(6+15".."&#(*&('&(.&@((]&1(*-+.+(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.("#(
,"#".*1"+.(&*-+1(*-8#(Y0#'8<(Y2-&&;=(*-+(61&2+'01+(&0*;"#+'("#(Y+2*"&#(T@[@:(.-8;;(
:+(9&;;&%+'@(

(

'@((C81+#*.(.-8;;(61&7"'+(*-+(M"1+2*&1(%"*-(8#<(.6+2"8;("#9&158*"&#(1+$81'"#$(8(6&..":;+(
2-";'(20.*&'<('".60*+(%-+1+(A&1B+1.(.-8;;(68<(681*"20;81(8**+#*"&#(*&(%-&(6"2B.(06(
*-+(2-";'@(
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(
T@ST@ST@ST@S F8*-1&&5(C&;"2"+.F8*-1&&5(C&;"2"+.F8*-1&&5(C&;"2"+.F8*-1&&5(C&;"2"+.((((

( ]&1(1&&5.(*-8*(-87+(8**]&1(1&&5.(*-8*(-87+(8**]&1(1&&5.(*-8*(-87+(8**]&1(1&&5.(*-8*(-87+(8**82-+'(:8*-1&&5.N82-+'(:8*-1&&5.N82-+'(:8*-1&&5.N82-+'(:8*-1&&5.N((((
o G(A&1B+1(58<(8..".*(8(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#("#(*-+(:8*-1&&5=(%-";+(B++6"#$(*-+(

'&&1(&6+#(
(

o M"86+1(2-8#$"#$(.-8;;(:+('&#+("#(*-+(&6+#(8#'(#&*(:+-"#'(2;&.+'('&&1.@((
A&1B+1(".(1+b0"1+'(*&(0.+(6;8.*"2($;&7+.=(8#'(*&('".6&.+(&9('"86+1.("#(6;8.*"2(
:8$.(:+9&1+(60**"#$("#(;81$+($81:8$+(28#("#(61+.2-&&;(2&55&#(81+8(3#+81(
;81$+(."#B(&0*."'+(&9(2;8..1&&54(

(

o /-";'1+#(0#'+1(*-+(8$+(&9(k=(8#'(%-&(81+(8:;+(*&(*+#'(*&(*-+"1(&%#(#++'.("#(
*-+(:8*-1&&5=(.-&0;'(:+(5&#"*&1+'(:<(8(A&1B+1(6&.*+'(&0*."'+(&9(*-+(
:8*-1&&5@((J-".(%&1B+1(.-&0;'(8;.&("#.01+(*-8*(&*-+1(2-";'1+#(81+(#&*(8:;+(*&(
+#*+1(*-+(:8*-1&&5(0#*";("*(".(0#&2206"+'@(

(
(((( F8*-1&&5.(;&28*+'(&0*."'+(&9(2;8..1&&5F8*-1&&5.(;&28*+'(&0*."'+(&9(2;8..1&&5F8*-1&&5.(;&28*+'(&0*."'+(&9(2;8..1&&5F8*-1&&5.(;&28*+'(&0*."'+(&9(2;8..1&&5((((

A&1B+1.(.-8;;(6+15"*(.*0'+#*.([.*(*-1&0$-(T*-($18'+(*&($&(*&(*-+(:8*-1&&5=(
0#+.2&1*+'=(8.(#++'+'H(0.+(&9(8(-8;;(68..(8#'I&1(B++6"#$(*-+(2;8..1&&5('&&1(
61&66+'(&6+#(%-";+(.*0'+#*(".(&0*(&9(*-+(2;8..(".(.0$$+.*+'(9&1("#.01"#$(*-+(;&28*"&#(
&9(*-+(.*0'+#*=(8#'(*&(8;+1*(&9(6&..":;+(#++'(*&(2-+2B(&#(*-+(.*0'+#*@(
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C;+8.+(1+9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++C;+8.+(1+9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++C;+8.+(1+9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++C;+8.+(1+9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(
'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@((((
((((
J-+(9&;;&%"#$('+*8";.(I(61&2+'01+.(81+("#(8''"*"&#(*&(*-+($+#+18;(6&;"2"+.(&0*;"#+'("#(J-+(9&;;&%"#$('+*8";.(I(61&2+'01+.(81+("#(8''"*"&#(*&(*-+($+#+18;(6&;"2"+.(&0*;"#+'("#(J-+(9&;;&%"#$('+*8";.(I(61&2+'01+.(81+("#(8''"*"&#(*&(*-+($+#+18;(6&;"2"+.(&0*;"#+'("#(J-+(9&;;&%"#$('+*8";.(I(61&2+'01+.(81+("#(8''"*"&#(*&(*-+($+#+18;(6&;"2"+.(&0*;"#+'("#(
YJG]]RP>(CeKR/RdY=(Yd/J@(h@[@(YJG]]RP>(CeKR/RdY=(Yd/J@(h@[@(YJG]]RP>(CeKR/RdY=(Yd/J@(h@[@(YJG]]RP>(CeKR/RdY=(Yd/J@(h@[@(((((

W@cW@cW@cW@c(((,RPRYJfRdY(e](Ve)JO,RPRYJfRdY(e](Ve)JO,RPRYJfRdY(e](Ve)JO,RPRYJfRdY(e](Ve)JO((((((((WWWW*-*-*-*-((((QQQQ(((([S[S[S[S*-*-*-*-((((>fGMd>fGMd>fGMd>fGMd((((
((((
(
(
(
(
(
W@[W@[W@[W@[ Y*899"#$(C&;"2"+.Y*899"#$(C&;"2"+.Y*899"#$(C&;"2"+.Y*899"#$(C&;"2"+.((((
( (

f+2&$#"D"#$(*-+1+(".(.89+*<("#(#05:+1.=("*(".(6&..":;+(*&(6+15"*(
+E2+6*"&#.(*&(*-+(*%&(3S4(A&1B+1(10;+@((OeAd_df=($+#+18;;<(
.6+8B"#$(*-".(%";;(8;%8<.(60*(8(%&1B+1("#(8(70;#+18:;+(6&."*"&#(8#'(".(
.*1&#$;<('".2&018$+'@.*1&#$;<('".2&018$+'@.*1&#$;<('".2&018$+'@.*1&#$;<('".2&018$+'@(
(

8@((e#U/8560.(*-+(*%&(3S4(A&1B+1(10;+(.-8;;(:+(9&;;&%+'=(+E2+6*(8.(
#&*+'(:+;&%N(

(

• >1&06(".(5++*"#$("#(8#(&6+#(&1(60:;"2(81+8(&#(!),/(/8560.((
• V&0*-(M"1+2*&1(U(Y*0'+#*(2&#9+1+#2+.(&1(5++*"#$.=(&22011"#$(0#'+1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(

2&#'"*"&#.N(
o &#U28560.(6&;"2"+.(81+(9&;;&%+'(3Y+2@(h@S@8(^(h@S@:4H(
o M"1+2*&1("#9&15.(8#&*-+1(A&1B+1(8*(*-+(:+$"##"#$(8#'(+#'(&9(*-+(5++*"#$H((
o 2&#9+1+#2+(".(9&1(8(1+;8*"7+;<(:1"+9(*"5+(
(

:@ e99U/8560.(5"#".*1<(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.(81+('+*8";+'("#(Y+2*@(k@S((
(

W@SW@SW@SW@S e#e#e#e#UUUU/8560.(C182*"2+./8560.(C182*"2+./8560.(C182*"2+./8560.(C182*"2+.((((
Y+2*"&#(h@S(61&7"'+.(*-+(0#'+1;<"#$(21"*+1"8(9&1(!),/(&#U28560.(6&;"2"+.@((J-+(9&;;&%"#$(
81+(&9(681*"20;81("56&1*8#2+(*&(*-+(.022+..(&9(!),/?.(V&0*-(,"#".*1<(8#'(81+=(*-+1+9&1+=(
+56-8."D+'(:+;&%N(
(

( 8@( [c[c[c[cUUUU5"#0*+(f0;+5"#0*+(f0;+5"#0*+(f0;+5"#0*+(f0;+(U((C81+#*.(8#'(;+$8;($081'"8#.(.-8;;(:+(8'7".+'(:<(*-+(866;"28:;+(
M"1+2*&1(*-8*(*-+<(50.*(6"2B(06(*-+"1(1+.6+2*"7+(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(#&(;8*+1(*-8#(*+#(3[c4(
5"#0*+.(89*+1(*-+(,"#".*1<(".(&7+1(0#;+..(.6+2"8;(8118#$+5+#*.(-87+(:++#(58'+(%"*-(*-+(
A&1B+1.(2&#2+1#+'@(

(

:@ M".2"6;"#+M".2"6;"#+M".2"6;"#+M".2"6;"#+(U(J-+(866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1(.-8;;(8'7".+(A&1B+1.(&#(*-+(:+.*(G$+U
G661&61"8*+(M".2"6;"#+(,+*-&'.(3G66+#'"E(]4@((

(

( J-+(:+-87"&1(&9(8(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(%-&(".(8(2&#.*8#*('".106*"&#(.-8;;(:+('".20..+'(
%"*-(-".(&1(-+1(681+#*.(&1(;+$8;($081'"8#(8#'(*-+(866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1@((C81+#*.(&1(
;+$8;($081'"8#(.-8;;(:+(8.B+'(*&(8**+#'(*-+(,"#".*1<(*&(&:.+17+(&1(2&#*1&;(*-+(
61&:;+5(:+-87"&1@(((

( (

( G(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(%-&(".('".106*"7+(&1(8('8#$+1(*&(-"5I-+1.+;9(&1(&*-+1.(.-8;;(:+(
1+5&7+'("55+'"8*+;<(:<(*-+(A&1B+1(8#'(*-+(681+#*.=(;+$8;($081'"8#(8#'(*-+(
866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1(.-8;;(:+(61&56*;<(#&*"9"+'@(
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(

k@ck@ck@ck@c MfR_RP>=(MfR_RP>=(MfR_RP>=(MfR_RP>=(JfRCY(GPM(e_dfPR>OJ(YJGVYJfRCY(GPM(e_dfPR>OJ(YJGVYJfRCY(GPM(e_dfPR>OJ(YJGVYJfRCY(GPM(e_dfPR>OJ(YJGVY((((
((((
k@[((k@[((k@[((k@[(((((( M1"7"#$(C&;"2<M1"7"#$(C&;"2<M1"7"#$(C&;"2<M1"7"#$(C&;"2<((((
(
CKdGYd(fd]df(Je(CKdGYd(fd]df(Je(CKdGYd(fd]df(Je(CKdGYd(fd]df(Je(!),/?.(J18#.6&1*8*"&#(6&;"2<!),/?.(J18#.6&1*8*"&#(6&;"2<!),/?.(J18#.6&1*8*"&#(6&;"2<!),/?.(J18#.6&1*8*"&#(6&;"2<((((3GCCdPMRi((3GCCdPMRi((3GCCdPMRi((3GCCdPMRi((>>>>4444@((J-+(9&;;&%"#$(21"*+1"8(@((J-+(9&;;&%"#$(21"*+1"8(@((J-+(9&;;&%"#$(21"*+1"8(@((J-+(9&;;&%"#$(21"*+1"8(
81+(*&(:+(2&#."'+1+'("#(2&#\0#2*"&#(%"*-(*-+(!),/(J18#.6&1*8*"&#(C&;"2<@81+(*&(:+(2&#."'+1+'("#(2&#\0#2*"&#(%"*-(*-+(!),/(J18#.6&1*8*"&#(C&;"2<@81+(*&(:+(2&#."'+1+'("#(2&#\0#2*"&#(%"*-(*-+(!),/(J18#.6&1*8*"&#(C&;"2<@81+(*&(:+(2&#."'+1+'("#(2&#\0#2*"&#(%"*-(*-+(!),/(J18#.6&1*8*"&#(C&;"2<@((((

((((
(((( (((( 8@(((R#"*"8;(B+<(21"*+1"8N(

M1"7+1.(*18#.6&1*"#$(68..+#$+1.(.-&0;'(:+(:+*%++#(ST(8#'(kc(<+81.(&9(8$+H(
M1"7+1.(0#'+1(ST(<+81.(&9(8$+(50.*(:+(61+U8661&7+'(:<(*-+(F0."#+..(
G'5"#".*18*&1@(((

(

G#<&#+('+."1"#$(*&('1"7+(9&1(2-012-(+7+#*.(50.*(9";;(&0*(*-+(_&;0#*++1Id56;&<++(
M1"7+1(G66;"28*"&#(]&15=(G**82-5+#*(G(3G66+#'"E(>4@((J-".(1+b0"1+5+#*(866;"+.(
*&(2-012-(.6&#.&1+'(8#'(:0'$+*+'(+7+#*.(*-8*(1+b0"1+(5&1+(+E*+#."7+('1"7"#$=(
+$=(),(G15<=(1+*1+8*.=(+*2@(

(
J-+(9&;;&%"#$(61+2;0'+(8#<&#+(91&5(8661&78;(&#(*-+(f+$".*+1+'(M1"7+1.(K".*N(

• R#78;"'=(&0*(&9('8*+('1"7+1.(;"2+#.+(

• ,&1+(*-8#(*%&(*1899"2(*"2B+*.("#(*-+(;8.*(g(<+81.(

• ,&1+(*-8#(*%&(822"'+#*.("#(*-+(;8.*(g(<+81.(

• ,&1+(*-8#(&#+(822"'+#*("#(8#<(&#+(<+81(

• M1"7"#$(0#'+1(*-+("#9;0+#2+(&9(8;2&-&;(&1('10$.(

• P+$;"$+#*(-&5"2"'+(81"."#$(&0*(&9(*-+(0.+(&9(8(5&*&1(7+-"2;+(

• G#<(&*-+1(21"5"#8;(0.+(&9(8(5&*&1(7+-"2;+(
(

:@( A-+#(&#+(7+-"2;+(".(0.+'(9&1(8#(+7+#*=(*-+(*%&U8'0;*(10;+(866;"+.@((A-+#(50;*"6;+(
7+-"2;+.(81+(0.+'(9&1(8#(+7+#*=(8(."#$;+(A&1B+1(58<('1"7+("9(8;;(7+-"2;+.(*187+;(
*&$+*-+1=(281878#(.*<;+@(

(
2@( C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.=(*%+;7+(3[S4(<+81.(8#'(<&0#$+1=(.-8;;(#&*(."*("#(*-+(91&#*(.+8*(

&9(7+-"2;+.(%"*-(8"1:8$.@(
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C;+8.+(1+9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(C;+8.+(1+9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(C;+8.+(1+9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(C;+8.+(1+9+1(*&(*-+(21"*+1"8(9&1(A&1B+1.I_&;0#*++1.=(8.('+*8";+'("#(`M+9"#"*"&#.a(.+2*"&#(&9(*-".(
'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@'&205+#*=(8.(*-+("#"*"8;(.*8#'81'(9&1(*-+(9&;;&%"#$(.*899"#$(1+b0"1+5+#*.@((((
((((

k@Sk@Sk@Sk@S( e7+1#"$-*(8#'(J1"6(f0;+.e7+1#"$-*(8#'(J1"6(f0;+.e7+1#"$-*(8#'(J1"6(f0;+.e7+1#"$-*(8#'(J1"6(f0;+.((((
((((
((((
((((
((((

e7+1#"$-*(e#U/8560.((((UUUU((((A-";+(&#(28560.=(*-+1+(.-8;;(8;%8<.(:+(8(M"1+2*&1(&1(*-+"1(
'+."$#++(&#('0*<(%-";+(*-+(5"#".*1<(+7+#*(".("#(.+.."&#=(%-&(.-8;;(58B+(18#'&5(2-+2B.@(
3Y+2@(h@[4(
(

8@ J-+(18*"&(&9(8'0;*.(*&(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(.-8;;(:+(8661&E"58*+;<([NW@8661&E"58*+;<([NW@8661&E"58*+;<([NW@8661&E"58*+;<([NW@(((
(

:@(((R9@(((R9@(((R9@(((R9((((*-+($1&06(&9(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(2&#*8"#.(:&*-(58;+.(8#'(9+58;+.*-+($1&06(&9(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(2&#*8"#.(:&*-(58;+.(8#'(9+58;+.*-+($1&06(&9(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(2&#*8"#.(:&*-(58;+.(8#'(9+58;+.*-+($1&06(&9(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(2&#*8"#.(:&*-(58;+.(8#'(9+58;+.=(*-+1+(.-8;;(
:+(8*(;+8.*(&#+(3[4(9+58;+(A&1B+1(8#'(&#+(3[4(58;+(A&1B+1(&#(*-+(*1"6@(

(

2@(((G(5"#"505(&9(*%&(3S4(A&1B+1.(.-8;;(:+(61+.+#*("#(8#<(1&&5(&1(81+8(%-+1+(
C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(81+(681*"2"68*"#$@((G(."#$;+(A&1B+1("#(8(1&&5(".(6+15"..":;+("#(
*-+(9&;;&%"#$(."*08*"&#.N((3Y+2@(h@[4(

• d.2&1*(&9(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(:+*%++#(&#U28560.(:0";'"#$.(&1("#(-8;;%8<.(

• ,&#"*&1"#$(*-+(811"78;(&1('+681*01+(&9(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(

• ,&#"*&1"#$(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(*&(1+.*1&&5.(8#'(*+82-+1(1+.*1&&5(:1+8B.(

• R#(28.+.(&9(+5+1$+#2<(281+(

• >1&06(".(5++*"#$("#(8#(&6+#(&1(60:;"2(81+8(&#(!),/(/8560.(3Y+2@(W@[@84(

(
'@( R9(R9(R9(R9(*-+(1+b0"1+'(#05:+1(&9(A&1B+1.(28##&*(:+(&:*8"#+'*-+(1+b0"1+'(#05:+1(&9(A&1B+1.(28##&*(:+(&:*8"#+'*-+(1+b0"1+'(#05:+1(&9(A&1B+1.(28##&*(:+(&:*8"#+'*-+(1+b0"1+'(#05:+1(&9(A&1B+1.(28##&*(:+(&:*8"#+'(9&1(*-+(#05:+1(&9(1&&5.(

&1(81+8.(#+2+..81<(9&1(*-+(+7+#*=(*-+#(*-+(,"#".*1<(.-8;;(:+(28#2+;+'@(3Y+2@(h@[4(
(

+@( P&(7&;0#*++1(%&1B+1(0#'+1(*-+(8$+(&9([XP&(7&;0#*++1(%&1B+1(0#'+1(*-+(8$+(&9([XP&(7&;0#*++1(%&1B+1(0#'+1(*-+(8$+(&9([XP&(7&;0#*++1(%&1B+1(0#'+1(*-+(8$+(&9([X(.-8;;(:+(6;82+'("#(8(6&."*"&#(&9(
.06+17"."&#(&7+1(61&*+2*+'(6+1.&#.@(G'0;*(.06+17"."&#(.-8;;(:+(1+b0"1+'(9&1(.02-(
%&1B+1.@((3Y+2@(h@[4(

(

9@( _&;0#*++1.(.-8;;(:+(8*(;+8.*(9"7+(3T4(<+81.(&;'+1(_&;0#*++1.(.-8;;(:+(8*(;+8.*(9"7+(3T4(<+81.(&;'+1(_&;0#*++1.(.-8;;(:+(8*(;+8.*(9"7+(3T4(<+81.(&;'+1(_&;0#*++1.(.-8;;(:+(8*(;+8.*(9"7+(3T4(<+81.(&;'+1(*-8#(*-+(61&*+2*+'(6+1.&#.(*-+<(
%&1B(%"*-@((/&;;+$+(8$+(.*0'+#*.(58<(7&;0#*++1(8.(8(-+;6+1(*&(8#&*-+1(8'0;*(
7&;0#*++1=(:0*(.-&0;'(#&*(:+($"7+#(.&;+(1+.6&#.":";"*<(9&1(8#<($1&06#&*(:+($"7+#(.&;+(1+.6&#.":";"*<(9&1(8#<($1&06#&*(:+($"7+#(.&;+(1+.6&#.":";"*<(9&1(8#<($1&06#&*(:+($"7+#(.&;+(1+.6&#.":";"*<(9&1(8#<($1&06@(3Y+2@(h@[4(
(

$@( A-+#(985";<(5+5:+1.(%&1B(*&$+*-+1A-+#(985";<(5+5:+1.(%&1B(*&$+*-+1A-+#(985";<(5+5:+1.(%&1B(*&$+*-+1A-+#(985";<(5+5:+1.(%&1B(*&$+*-+1(3-0.:8#'I%"9+I681+#*I2-";'I.":;"#$.I+*2@4=(
8#(8''"*"&#8;(A&1B+1(.-8;;(:+(61+.+#*@((G#(+E2+6*"&#(%";;(:+(8;;&%+'(&#;<("#(
28.+.(%-+1+(:&*-(985";<(5+5:+1.(-87+(82*"7+;<(.+17+'("#(*-+(/-012-(9&1(8*(;+8.*(
&#+(3[4(<+81=(8#'(*-+#(&#;<(89*+1(8661&78;(:<(*-+(Y+#"&1(,"#".*+1(8#'(866;"28:;+(
M"1+2*&1@(3Y+2(h@[4(
(

-@( M&&1.(*&(1&&5.(.-8;;(:+(B+6*(&6+#(M&&1.(*&(1&&5.(.-8;;(:+(B+6*(&6+#(M&&1.(*&(1&&5.(.-8;;(:+(B+6*(&6+#(M&&1.(*&(1&&5.(.-8;;(:+(B+6*(&6+#(%-+#+7+1(6&..":;+%-+#+7+1(6&..":;+%-+#+7+1(6&..":;+%-+#+7+1(6&..":;+@((R*(".(822+6*8:;+(*&(2;&.+(
*-+('&&1(*&(8(1&&5("9(*-+1+(".(8(%"#'&%(*&(*-+(-8;;%8<(*-8*(8;;&%.(&:.+178*"&#(&9(
82*"7"*"+.("#(*-+(1&&5@(((

(

"@((()#'+1(#&(2"1205.*8#2+.(.-8;;(8(A&1B+1(:+(8;&#+(%"*-(8(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(:+-"#'()#'+1(#&(2"1205.*8#2+.(.-8;;(8(A&1B+1(:+(8;&#+(%"*-(8(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(:+-"#'()#'+1(#&(2"1205.*8#2+.(.-8;;(8(A&1B+1(:+(8;&#+(%"*-(8(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(:+-"#'()#'+1(#&(2"1205.*8#2+.(.-8;;(8(A&1B+1(:+(8;&#+(%"*-(8(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(:+-"#'(
8(2;&.+'('&&1(%"*-(#&(%"#'&%@8(2;&.+'('&&1(%"*-(#&(%"#'&%@8(2;&.+'('&&1(%"*-(#&(%"#'&%@8(2;&.+'('&&1(%"*-(#&(%"#'&%@((M&&1.(.-8;;(#+7+1(:+(;&2B+'(%-";+(&2206"+'(:<(
A&1B+1.(8#'(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(3Y+2@(h@S4(
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e7+1#"$-*(e99e7+1#"$-*(e99e7+1#"$-*(e99e7+1#"$-*(e99UUUU/8560./8560./8560./8560.((((J1"6.(J1"6.(J1"6.(J1"6.(UUUU((((J-+(*%&U8'0;*(10;+(.-8;;(:+(9&;;&%+'(*-1&0$-&0*(
*-+(*1"6@((,+'"28;(+5+1$+#2"+.(%";;(:+(*-+(&#;<(+E2+6*"&#(*&(*-".(10;+(%-";+(&#(8#(
&7+1#"$-*=(&99U28560.(*1"6@(
(
fd]df(Je(MfR_RP>(CeKR/RdY=(Yd/@(MfR_RP>(CeKR/RdY=(Yd/@(MfR_RP>(CeKR/RdY=(Yd/@(MfR_RP>(CeKR/RdY=(Yd/@(k@[k@[k@[k@[(]ef(GMMRJRePGK(/fRJdfRG(
(

8@(((J-+(18*"&(&9(8'0;*.(*&(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(.-8;;(:+(8661&E"58*+;<([NW@J-+(18*"&(&9(8'0;*.(*&(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(.-8;;(:+(8661&E"58*+;<([NW@J-+(18*"&(&9(8'0;*.(*&(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(.-8;;(:+(8661&E"58*+;<([NW@J-+(18*"&(&9(8'0;*.(*&(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(.-8;;(:+(8661&E"58*+;<([NW@((
J-+(*&*8;(#05:+1(&9(8'0;*.(&#(+82-(*1"6(%";;(:+(8'\0.*+'(822&1'"#$(*&(
*-+(1+b0"1+5+#*(&9(*-+(6;8##+'(82*"7"*"+.@(((

(
:@(((RRRR9(*-+($1&06(&9(9(*-+($1&06(&9(9(*-+($1&06(&9(9(*-+($1&06(&9(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.C1&*+2*+'(C+1.C1&*+2*+'(C+1.C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(2&#*8"#.(:&*-(58;+.(8#'(9+58;+.&#.(2&#*8"#.(:&*-(58;+.(8#'(9+58;+.&#.(2&#*8"#.(:&*-(58;+.(8#'(9+58;+.&#.(2&#*8"#.(:&*-(58;+.(8#'(9+58;+.=(

*-+1+(.-8;;(:+(8*(;+8.*(&#+(3[4(9+58;+(A&1B+1(8#'(&#+(3[4(58;+(
A&1B+1(&#(*-+(*1"6@(

(
2@( G(."$#+'(C81+#*8;I>081'"8#(/&#.+#*(]&15(.-8;;(:+(&:*8"#+'G(."$#+'(C81+#*8;I>081'"8#(/&#.+#*(]&15(.-8;;(:+(&:*8"#+'G(."$#+'(C81+#*8;I>081'"8#(/&#.+#*(]&15(.-8;;(:+(&:*8"#+'G(."$#+'(C81+#*8;I>081'"8#(/&#.+#*(]&15(.-8;;(:+(&:*8"#+'(9&1(+82-(C1&*+2*+'(

C+1.&#("#(&1'+1(*&(681*"2"68*+("#(8#<(&99U28560.(,"#".*1<@((J-+(2&#.+#*(9&15(58<(
2&7+1(+7+#*.(9&1(8(.*8*+'(*"5+(6+1"&'(&1("*(58<(2&7+1(.6+2"9"2(+7+#*.@(
3Y+2@(h@T@$@4(

(
'@(( G(."$#+'(d5+1$+#2<(,+'"28;(f+;+8.+(]&15(.-8;;(:+(&:*8"#+'G(."$#+'(d5+1$+#2<(,+'"28;(f+;+8.+(]&15(.-8;;(:+(&:*8"#+'G(."$#+'(d5+1$+#2<(,+'"28;(f+;+8.+(]&15(.-8;;(:+(&:*8"#+'G(."$#+'(d5+1$+#2<(,+'"28;(f+;+8.+(]&15(.-8;;(:+(&:*8"#+'(9&1(

+82-(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#("#(&1'+1(*&(681*"2"68*+("#(8#<(,"#".*1<(&99(
28560.(0."#$(2-012-(&1$8#"D+'(*18#.6&1*8*"&#@(3Y+2@(h@T@94(

(
+@ R#9&158*"&#(2&#2+1#"#$(*-+(.;++6"#$(822&55&'8*"&#.R#9&158*"&#(2&#2+1#"#$(*-+(.;++6"#$(822&55&'8*"&#.R#9&158*"&#(2&#2+1#"#$(*-+(.;++6"#$(822&55&'8*"&#.R#9&158*"&#(2&#2+1#"#$(*-+(.;++6"#$(822&55&'8*"&#.(9&1(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(8*(

8#<(&7+1#"$-*(+7+#*(.-8;;(:+(58'+(878";8:;+(*&(681+#*.(&1(;+$8;($081'"8#.(:<(*-+(
866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1@((3Y+2@(h@T@+4(

(

       (
jP&(7&;0#*++1(%&1B+1(0#'+1(*-+(8$+(&9([X(.-8;;(:+(6;82+'("#(8(6&."*"&#(&9(
.06+17"."&#(&7+1(61&*+2*+'(6+1.&#.@(G'0;*(.06+17"."&#(.-8;;(:+(1+b0"1+'(9&1(
.02-(%&1B+1.@(((

(
j_&;0#*++1.(.-8;;(:+(8*(;+8.*(9"7+(3T4(<+81.(&;'+1(*-8#(*-+(61&*+2*+'(6+1.&#.(
*-+<(%&1B(%"*-@(((

(
j/&;;+$+(8$+(.*0'+#*.(58<(7&;0#*++1(8.(8(-+;6+1(*&(8#&*-+1(8'0;*(7&;0#*++1=(
:0*(.-&0;'(#&*(:+($"7+#(.&;+(1+.6&#.":";"*<(9&1(8#<($1&06@(

(
(

((((
((((
((((
((((
((((
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X@c((AGR_dfY(GPM(fd_e/GJRePYX@c((AGR_dfY(GPM(fd_e/GJRePYX@c((AGR_dfY(GPM(fd_e/GJRePYX@c((AGR_dfY(GPM(fd_e/GJRePY((((
A8"7+1.(58<(:+(58'+(*&(*-+(6&;"2"+.(&0*;"#+'("#(Y+2*"&#.(h@c(*-1&0$-(k@c=(0*";"D"#$(*-+(
9&;;&%"#$(61&2+'01+N(
(

• J-+(M"1+2*&1(61+681+.(8(A8"7+1(I(f+7&28*"&#(9&15(-"$-;"$-*"#$(*-&.+(81+8.(%-+1+(-"$-;"$-*"#$(*-&.+(81+8.(%-+1+(-"$-;"$-*"#$(*-&.+(81+8.(%-+1+(-"$-;"$-*"#$(*-&.+(81+8.(%-+1+(
*-+(6&;"2"+.(%";;(#&*(:+(9&;;&%+'*-+(6&;"2"+.(%";;(#&*(:+(9&;;&%+'*-+(6&;"2"+.(%";;(#&*(:+(9&;;&%+'*-+(6&;"2"+.(%";;(#&*(:+(9&;;&%+'(8#'(*-+('018*"&#(&9(*-+(%8"7+1(

(

• J-+(681+#*.I;+$8;($081'"8#.(&9(*-+(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#.(."$#(8#'('8*+(*-+(%8"7+1@(
(
C81+#*.I;+$8;($081'"8#.(58<(1+7&B+(8#<(%8"7+1@((J-+(1+7&28*"&#(.-8;;(:+("#(%1"*"#$(8#'(
$"7+#(*&(*-+(866;"28:;+(M"1+2*&1@(
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Z@c(Z@c(Z@c(Z@c((((( fdCefJRP>(GPM(RP_dYJR>GJRePYfdCefJRP>(GPM(RP_dYJR>GJRePYfdCefJRP>(GPM(RP_dYJR>GJRePYfdCefJRP>(GPM(RP_dYJR>GJRePY((((
(
Z@[Z@[Z@[Z@[(((( P&*"9"28*"&#(f+b0"1+5+#*.P&*"9"28*"&#(f+b0"1+5+#*.P&*"9"28*"&#(f+b0"1+5+#*.P&*"9"28*"&#(f+b0"1+5+#*.(
(

( 8@( A&1B+1.(.-8;;("55+'"8*+;<(#&*"9<(8(M"1+2*&1(&9(8#<("#2"'+#*(&9(8:0.+(&1(7"&;8*"&#(&9(
*-+(8:&7+(6&;"2"+.@((O&%+7+1=("#(28.+.(%-+1+(*-+(8;;+$+'(%1&#$'&+1(".(*-+(6+1.&#(*&(
%-&5(#&*"9"28*"&#(.-&0;'(:+($"7+#=(-+(&1(.-+(.-8;;(:+(2&#."'+1+'(8:.+#*(9&1(6016&.+.(
&9(*-".(1+6&1*"#$(61&2+'01+=(8#'(*-+(#&*"9"28*"&#(.-8;;(:+(58'+(*&(*-8*(6+1.&#?.(
"55+'"8*+(.06+17".&1@(

(
( :@( Y0:\+2*(*&(-".(&1(-+1(&:;"$8*"&#(*&(1+6&1*(.02-(8#("#2"'+#*(8.(.+*(

9&1*-(-+1+"#89*+1=(8#<(6+1.&#(58B"#$(8#'I&1(1+2+"7"#$(.02-(8(1+6&1*(
.-8;;(B++6(*-+("#9&158*"&#(.*1"2*;<(2&#9"'+#*"8;@(

(

Z@SZ@SZ@SZ@S(((( R55"#+#*(J-1+8*R55"#+#*(J-1+8*R55"#+#*(J-1+8*R55"#+#*(J-1+8*(
(

( 8@( A-+1+(8#("55"#+#*(*-1+8*(&9(2&#*"#0+'(&1(8''"*"&#8;(8:0.+(
+E".*.=(8#<(A&1B+1(%"*-(B#&%;+'$+(&1("#9&158*"&#(8:&0*(.02-(8:0.+(
.-8;;("55+'"8*+;<(2&#*82*(8#&*-+1(8'0;*(8#'(*8B+(.*+6.(*&(+#.01+(*-+(.89+*<(&9(*-+(
C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#@((R#(2&##+2*"&#(-+1+%"*-=(8#<(#++'+'(+5+1$+#2<(-+8;*-281+(.-8;;(:+(
61&7"'+'=(.02-(8.(3[4(9"1.*(8"'=(3S4(+5+1$+#2<(.+17"2+.=(8#'I&1(3g4(*18#.6&1*(*&(8(-&.6"*8;(
+5+1$+#2<(1&&5@((J-+(8;;+$+'(7"2*"5(.-8;;(:+("55+'"8*+;<(1+5&7+'(91&5(2&#*82*(%"*-(
*-+(.0.6+2*+'(8:0.+1@((J-+(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#?.(.89+*<(".(68185&0#*(:+9&1+(8#<(
1+6&1*"#$@(

(
( :@( A-+1+(*-+(8:0.+(&9(8(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(".(8;;+$+'(*&(-87+(&22011+'(8*(-&5+=(8#'(

*-+(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#?.(.89+*<(8*(-&5+(".("#('&0:*=(*-+(A&1B+1(1+6&1*"#$(*-+(8;;+$+'(
8:0.+(.-8;;(28;;(Z[[(*&(#&*"9<(*-+(8661&61"8*+(;8%(+#9&12+5+#*(&99"2"8;.@(

(
(
(
Z@gZ@gZ@gZ@g(((( f+6&1*"#$(C1&2+'01+f+6&1*"#$(C1&2+'01+f+6&1*"#$(C1&2+'01+f+6&1*"#$(C1&2+'01+(
(

( 8@( R#(28.+.(%-+1+(8#<(A&1B+1(-8.(280.+(*&(:+;"+7+(*-8*(8(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(58<(-87+(R#(28.+.(%-+1+(8#<(A&1B+1(-8.(280.+(*&(:+;"+7+(*-8*(8(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(58<(-87+(R#(28.+.(%-+1+(8#<(A&1B+1(-8.(280.+(*&(:+;"+7+(*-8*(8(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(58<(-87+(R#(28.+.(%-+1+(8#<(A&1B+1(-8.(280.+(*&(:+;"+7+(*-8*(8(C1&*+2*+'(C+1.&#(58<(-87+(
:++#(8:0.+'(&1(#+$;+2*+'=(*-+(A&1B+1(".(1+b0"1+'(:<(.*8*+(;8%(*&(58B+(8(1+6&1*(*&(*-+(:++#(8:0.+'(&1(#+$;+2*+'=(*-+(A&1B+1(".(1+b0"1+'(:<(.*8*+(;8%(*&(58B+(8(1+6&1*(*&(*-+(:++#(8:0.+'(&1(#+$;+2*+'=(*-+(A&1B+1(".(1+b0"1+'(:<(.*8*+(;8%(*&(58B+(8(1+6&1*(*&(*-+(:++#(8:0.+'(&1(#+$;+2*+'=(*-+(A&1B+1(".(1+b0"1+'(:<(.*8*+(;8%(*&(58B+(8(1+6&1*(*&(*-+(
Y*8*+(&9(J+E8.(/-";'(C1&*+2*"Y*8*+(&9(J+E8.(/-";'(C1&*+2*"Y*8*+(&9(J+E8.(/-";'(C1&*+2*"Y*8*+(&9(J+E8.(/-";'(C1&*+2*"7+(Y+17"2+.=(`/CYa@7+(Y+17"2+.=(`/CYa@7+(Y+17"2+.=(`/CYa@7+(Y+17"2+.=(`/CYa@((C+1*"#+#*(6&1*"&#.(&9(*-+(;8%(1+;8*"#$(
*&(*"5"#$(8#'(.0:.*8#*"7+(1+b0"1+5+#*.(&9(.02-(1+6&1*.(*&(/CY(81+(.+*(9&1*-(&#(
G66+#'"E(G=(8**82-+'(-+1+*&@((Y"#2+(.02-(;8%(58<(:+(2-8#$+'(91&5(*"5+(*&(*"5+=(*-+(
1+6&1*"#$(6+1.&#(.-8;;(9&;;&%(*-+(;8%(2&7+1"#$(.02-(1+6&1*"#$(61&2+'01+.(%-"2-(".("#(
+99+2*(8*(*-+(*"5+(*-+(1+6&1*(".(58'+@(

(

( :@( /&#*82*(*-+(61&6+1(2"7";(80*-&1"*"+.(9&;;&%"#$(*-+($0"'8#2+(&9(*-+(2-012-?.("#.018#2+(
2&568#<(8#'(8**&1#+<@(

(

( 2@( G;;+$8*"&#.(.-8;;(:+(*8B+#(.+1"&0.;<(8#'(#&(61+U\0'$5+#*.(.-8;;(:+(58'+@(
(

( '@( Y"*08*"&#.(.-8;;(:+(-8#';+'(2&#9"'+#*"8;;<(%"*-('0+(1+.6+2*(9&1(*-+(61"782<(&9(*-+(
8;;+$+'(7"2*"5(8#'(&*-+1.("#7&;7+'("#(*-+("#2"'+#*@(
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(
( +@( J-+(6+1.&#(58B"#$(8(1+6&1*(.-8;;(61&7"'+(*-+(982*.(B#&%#(%"*-(1+.6+2*(*&(*-+(

"#2"'+#*@(
(
( 9@( J-+(M"1+2*&1=(*&$+*-+1(%"*-(*-+(6+1.&#(58B"#$(*-+(#&*"9"28*"&#(.-8;;(2&56;+*+(8#(

G22"'+#*(I(R#2"'+#*(f+6&1*(]&15(3G66+#'"E(l4@(
(
(
(

Z@hZ@hZ@hZ@h(((( f+.6&#'"#$(*&(*-+(f+6&1*f+.6&#'"#$(*&(*-+(f+6&1*f+.6&#'"#$(*&(*-+(f+6&1*f+.6&#'"#$(*&(*-+(f+6&1*((((
(

( 8@( J-+(M"1+2*&1(1+2+"7"#$(8(1+6&1*(&9(6&;"2<(7"&;8*"&#(.-8;;N(

• M&205+#*(*-+(8;;+$+'(7"&;8*"&#(
(

• /&0#.+;(*-+(8;;+$+'(%1&#$'&+1(
(

• M+*+15"#+(*-+(#+2+..81<(2&11+2*"7+(82*"&#.(*-8*(58<("#2;0'+('".5"..8;(
(

• /&#*82*(Y+#"&1(,"#".*+1(&1(Y06+17".&1(
(

• R9(*-+(8;;+$+'(7"&;8*"&#("#7&;7+.(&1'8"#+'(5"#".*1<(*-+(2-8"158#(&9(Y@C@f@(.-8;;(:+(
#&*"9"+'(8.(%+;;(8.(*-+(M".*1"2*(Y06+1"#*+#'+#*@(

(

• R#(28.+(&9(8;;+$+'(7"&;8*"&#(:<(8(.*899(5+5:+1(*-+(2-8"158#(&9(Y@C@f@(.-8;;(:+(
2&#*82*+'(9"1.*@(

(

• G*(*-+('".21+*"&#(&9(*-+(M"1+2*&1(&1(Y+#"&1(,"#".*+1(*-+(M".*1"2*(Y06+1"#*+#'+#*(%";;(
:+(#&*"9"+'@(

(

( :@( J-+(M"1+2*&1(1+2+"7"#$(8(1+6&1*(&9(8#(R#2"'+#*(&9(G:0.+(.-8;;N(

• R55+'"8*+;<(2&#*82*(681+#*.(&1($081'"8#(&9(*-+(8;;+$+'(7"2*"5(8#'("#9&15(*-+5(&9(
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APPENDIX A 
 

POLICY OF KINGWOOD UNITED METHODIST CHURCH FOR THE PREVENTION OF ABUSE OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH 

Texas Family Code 

 
 

TITLE 5 – THE PARENT – CHILD RELATIONSHIP AND THE SUIT AFFECTING THE 
PARENT – CHILD RELATIONSHIP 
 
Subtitle E – Protection of the Child 
 
Chapter 261 – Investigations of Report of Child Abuse or Neglect 
 
Subchapter A – General Provisions 
 
Sec.261-001, Definitions, 
 
In this chapter: 

(1) “Abuse” includes the following acts or omissions by a person: 
(A) mental or emotional injury to a child that results in an observable and material 

impairment in the child’s growth, development, or psychological functioning; 
(B) causing or permitting the child to be in a situation in which the child sustains a mental or 

emotional injury that results in an observable and material impairment in the child’s 
growth, development, or psychological functioning; 

(C) physical injury that results in substantial harm to the child, or the genuine threat of 
substantial harm from physical injury to the child, including injury that is at variance 
with the history or explanation given and excluding an accident or reasonable discipline 
by a parent, guardian, or managing or possessory that does not expose the child to a 
substantial risk of harm; 

(D) failure to make a reasonable effort to prevent an action by another person that results in 
physical injury that results in substantial harm to the child; 

(E) sexual conduct harmful to a child’s mental, emotional, or physical welfare; 
(F) failure to make a reasonable effort to prevent sexual conduct harmful to a child; 
(G) compelling or encouraging the child to engage in sexual conduct as defined in Section 

43.25 Penal code; or 
(H) causing, permitting, encouraging, engaging in, or allowing the photographing, filming, 

or depicting of the child if the person knew or should have known that the resulting 
photograph, film, or depiction of the child is obscene as defined in Section 43.21  Penal 
Code, or pornographic. 

(2) “Department” means the Department of Protective and Regulatory Services. 
(3) “Designated Agency” means the agency designated by the court as responsible for the 

protection of children. 
(4) “Neglect” includes: 

(A) the leaving of a child in a situation where the child would be exposed to a substantial 
risk of physical or mental harm, without arranging for necessary care for the child, and 
the ….. 
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(B) …… which a license or certification is required, has direct contact with children.  The 
term includes teachers, nurses, doctors, and day-care employees. 

(C) The requirement to report under this section applies without exception to an individual 
whose personal communications may otherwise be privileged, including an attorney, a 
member of the clergy, a medical practitioner, a social worker, and a mental health 
professional. 

(D) The identity of an individual making a report under this chapter is confidential and may 
be disclosed only on the order of a court or to a law enforcement officer for the purposes 
of conducting a criminal investigation of the report. 

 
 
Sec. 261.102  Matters to be Reported 
 
A report should reflect the reporter’s belief that a child has been or may be abused or may be abused 
or neglected or has died of abuse or neglect. 
 
Sec. 261.103  Reports Made to Appropriate Agency 
A report shall be made to: 

(1) any local or state law enforcement agency; 
(2) the department if the alleged or suspected abuse involves a person responsible for the care, 

custody, or welfare of the child; 
(3) the state agency that operates, licenses, certifies, or registers the facility in which the alleged 

abuse or neglect occurred; or 
(4) the agency designated by the court to be responsible for the protection of children. 

 
Sec. 261.104  Contents of Report 

The person making a report shall identify, if known: 
(1) the name and address of the child 
(2) the name and address of the person responsible for the care, custody, or welfare of the child  
(3) any other pertinent information concerning the alleged or suspected abuse or neglect. 

 
Sec. 261.106 Immunities 

a) a person acting in good faith who reports or assists in the investigation of a report of alleged 
child abuse or neglect or who testifies or otherwise participates in a judicial proceeding 
arising from a report, petition, or investigation of alleged child abuse or neglect is immune 
from civil or criminal liability that might otherwise be incurred or imposed. 
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Texas Penal Code – Section 43.21, and 43.25 

Sec. 43.21 Definitions 
 
(a)  in this chapter: 

(1) “Obscene” means material or a performance that: 

(A) the average person, applying contemporary community standards, would find that 
taken as a whole appeals to the prurient interest in sex; 

(B) depicts or describes: 
(i) patently offensive representations or descriptions of ultimate sexual intercourse, 

sodomy, and sexual bestiality: or 
(ii) patently offensive representations of descriptions of masturbation, excretory 

functions, sadism, masochism, lewd exhibition of the genitals, the male or female 
genitals in a state of sexual stimulation or arousal, covered male genitals in a 
discernibly turgid state or a device designed and marketed as useful primarily for 
stimulation of the human genital organs; and 

(C) taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, and scientific value. 
 
Sec. 43.25 Sexual Performance by a Child 
 

(2) “Sexual conduct” means actual or simulated sexual intercourse, deviate sexual intercourse, 
sexual bestiality, masturbation, sado-masochistic abuse, or lewd exhibition of the genitals. 

 
 
 
 

Texas Family Code – Chapter 71 
 
Sec. 71.01 Definitions 
 

(3) “Family” includes individuals related by consanguinity or affinity, as determined 
under Sections 573.022 and 573.024, Government Code, individuals who are 
former spouses of each other, individuals who are the biological parents of the 
same child, without regard to marriage, and a foster child and foster parent, 
whether or not those individuals reside together. 

 
 
For more information on The Texas Family Code go to e-provider.org/familycode 
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APPENDIX B 
 

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION 

Kingwood United Methodist Church 
1799 Woodland Hills 
Kingwood, TX  77339 

 
 Date:   _____________________ 
Personal Information 
Name (Last Name, First Name, Middle Name) 
 

Social Security Number 
 

Present Address 
 

City State Zip Code 

Permanent Address 
 

City State Zip Code 

Phone No 
(        ) 

Referred by 
 

Are you under the age of 18 
YES  _____          NO  _____ 

Drivers License Number & State 
 

 
Employment Information 
Position Date you can Start  Salary Desired 

 
Are you employed      YES  __      NO ___ If so, may we may inquire of your employer: YES  _____          NO  _____ 

 
Education History 
Name & Location of School Yrs 

Attended 
Did you 
graduate 

Subjects 
Studied 

High School 
 

    

College 
 

    

Other 
 

    

 
Former Employers 
Date (Month & Yr) Name & Address of Employer Position Reason for Leaving 
From    
To 
From    
To 
From    
To 
From    
To 

 
References Give below the names of 3 persons not related to you, whom you have known at 
least 1 year 

Name Address Phone Business/Title Yrs Known 
 
 

    

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
Continued Next Page 
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General Information 
Special training or skills, organizations, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Have You Ever… 
Been convicted of a crime other than minor traffic violations                 
YES  _____          NO  _____ 

If yes, please explain 
 

Been convicted of a traffic offense in the last five (5) years                        
YES  _____          NO  _____ 

If yes, please explain 

 
APPLICANT’S STATEMENT 

 
The information contained in this application is correct to the best of my knowledge.  I authorize 
any references listed in this application to give you any information (including opinions) that they 
may have regarding my character and fitness for work.  I release all such references from any 
liability for furnishing such evaluation to you, provided they do so in good faith and without malice.  
I waive any right that I may have to inspect references provided on my behalf.  Should my 
application be accepted I agree to be bound by the policies of this church and to refrain from 
unscriptural conduct in the performance of my service on behalf of this church. 
 
I understand and agree that, if hired, my employment is for no definite period and regardless of the 
date of payment of my wages or salary, I may be terminated at any time without any prior notice.  
Further, I understand and agree that no oral representations made by anyone on behalf of the 
employer may change the at will status of my employment and/or service with Kingwood United 
Methodist Church. 
 
I further state that I have carefully read the foregoing releases.  This is a legally binding agreement 
that I read and understood. 
 
Applicant’s Signature  _______________________________ Date  ____________ 
 
________________________Do Not Write Below This Line______________________________ 
 
Remarks 
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APPENDIX C 
 

VOLUNTEER APPLICATION & 
CONSENT TO PERFORM CRIMINAL HISTORY / BACKGROUND CHECK* 

*In Compliance with the FCRA (Fair Credit Reporting Act) 

 

Kingwood United Methodist Church & Texas Annual Conference 
 

  
Date: __________ Postion/Area of Ministry ____________________Start Date________ 

 
!"#$%&'()*&+%#,'-.%&)
Name (Last Name, First Name, Middle Name) 
 

Social Security Number 
 

Maiden or other name(s) used in any and all other records of birth or records of 
residence 
 

Gender /  Race*  Not used as a part of personnel file 

Present Address 
 

City State                  County Zip Code 

Permanent Address 
 

City State                   County Zip Code 

Phone No (H)                   
(        ) 

Emergency Contact – Name & Phone 
 

E-Mail Photo ID?   
Y________   N________ 

Are you under the age of 18 
YES  _____          NO  _____ 

Drivers License Number & State Member of KUMC?   
Y ______  N________ 

 
 

Special Skills & Gifts 
Please list any special training or skills, organizations, hobbies 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
BACKGROUND CHECK INFORMATION  Required for all applicants seeking to serve in ministries 
involving Protected Persons (individuals under the age of 18 years.) 

 
/%#,"#)0"$.1"&2"$)!"#$%&'((&)*+,%#-$&.&$%'%-$&*/&0-$#1-,)-&$#,)-&2#32&$)2**(&30'1+'%#*,&*0&'3-&456)
Date (Month & Yr) Previous Address (Street, City, County, State, Zip) Reason for Moving 

From  
 
 

 

To 

From  
 
 

 

To 

From  
 
 

 

To 

From 
 

 
 
 

 

To 
 

From 
 

  

To 
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Name Address Phone Business/Title Yrs Known 
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8#%9.1"1)17#.&:)-3")'88(.2'-.%&)8#%2"$$).&)8"#+%#,.&:)-3")2#.,.&'()3.$-%#5)23"2;<&&J2-&H2+0)2&2'$&#,/*0<-1&<-&

%2'%&B&2'9-&%2-&0#32%&%*&0-9#-;&',1&)2'((-,3-&',?&,-3'%#9-&#,/*0<'%#*,&%2'%&;*+(1&'19-0$-(?&#<>')%&'&1-)#$#*,&%*&*//-0&

-<>(*?<-,%&D&9*(+,%--0&;*0AI&&B,&'11#%#*,@&B&2'9-&:--,&#,/*0<-1&%2'%&B&;#((&2'9-&'&0-'$*,':(-&*>>*0%+,#%?&%*&)(-'0&+>&',?&

<#$%'A-,&#,/*0<'%#*,&0->*0%-1&;#%2#,&'&0-'$*,':(-&%#<-&/0'<-@&-$%':(#$2-1&;#%2#,&%2-&$*(-&1#$)0-%#*,&*/&%2-&H2+0)2I&&

F,1-0&%2-&K'#0&H0-1#%&L->*0%#,3&M)%@&B&2'9-&:--,&'19#$-1&%2'%&+>*,&0-N+-$%&B&;#((&:-&>0*9#1-1&%2-&,'<-@&'110-$$&',1&

%-(->2*,-&,+<:-0&*/&%2-&0->*0%#,3&'3-,)?&'$&;-((&'$&%2-&,'%+0-@&$+:$%',)-&',1&$*+0)-&*/&'((&#,/*0<'%#*,I&&M((&#,/*0<'%#*,&

0-('%#9-&%*&%2-&:')A30*+,1&#,9-$%#3'%#*,&#$&)*,/#1-,%#'(&',1&',?&1#$$-<#,'%#*,&;#((&:-&#,&'))*01',)-&;#%2&$%'%-&',1&/-1-0'(&

(';I  &

Have You Ever… 
1)  Been convicted or pled guilty before a court for any federal, state, or 
municipal criminal offense? (Exclude minor traffic misdemeanors). 
YES  _____          NO  _____ 

If yes, please explain 
 
State:                  County:                                   Date of Offense:         /          / 

Details of conviction: 

 
 
2)  Received deferred adjudication or similar disposition for any 
federal, state or municipal offense? 
YES  _____          NO  _____ 

If yes, please explain 
 
State:                   County:                                  Date of Offense:         /           / 

Details of offense: 

 
 
3)  Received probation or community supervision for any federal, state, 
or municipal offense?   
YES_____          NO_______ 

If yes, please explain: 
 
State:                     County                                 Date of Offense:          /           / 

Details of supervision: 

 
 
4)  Been convicted of any criminal offense in a country outside the 
jurisdiction of the United States?  
YES______        NO_______ 

If yes, please explain: 
 
Country:                                City                     Date of Offense         /              / 

Details of conviction: 

 
 
5)  As of the date of this consent form, do you have any pending 
charges against you? 
YES_______     NO________ 

If yes, please explain: 
 
State:                    County                                   Date of Offense         /              / 

Details of pending charges:  
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APPLICANT’S STATEMENT 
 

!"#$%$&'"($%)!*'")#+)"+,,"!-*.%/+)!.-"0%.1!2$2"!-")#!3"(.-3$-)"*.%/"!3"

)%4$5"(.%%$()5"+-2"(./0,$)$6""!*"+-'"!-*.%/+)!.-"0%.1$3")."&$"!-(.%%$()".%"

!-(./0,$)$5"7+,,".**$%3".*"$/0,.'/$-)81.,4-)$$%"+%$"(.-)!-9$-)"40.-"

+00,!(+-):3"34(($33*4,"(./0,$)!.-5"+3"2$)$%/!-$2"!-"$/0,.'$%:3"3.,$"

2!3(%$)!.-5".*")#!3"(%!/!-+,"#!3.)%'8&+(;9%.4-2"(#$(;<6"
 

I authorize any references listed in this application to give you any information (including opinions) 
that they may have regarding my character and fitness for work. I hereby RELEASE AND HOLD 
HARMLESS Kingwood United Methodist Church, and all of the herein referenced agencies which 
provide the contents of said files from all liability that may result from any said request and/or 
disclosure made in response to such request. 
 

Should my application be accepted I agree to be bound by the policies of Kingwood United 
Methodist Church, and to refrain from unscriptural conduct in the performance of my service on 
behalf of Kingwood United Methodist Church. 
 

I certify that I have read and understand the foregoing language, that information developed as a 
result of my authorizing this investigation shall only be shared with the Senior Clergy and the 
appropriate Director(s) of Kingwood United Methodist Church.   
 
Applicant Signature  _______________________________ Date  ____________ 
 
Applicant (Print Name)_______________________________ 
 
/-)0/-(C(((!7DEFGG9()D7H59(,5HIG978H(/I=<JI(
/I=<JI(399<588(C((KLBB(%GG9M>D9(-7MM8('<7651((!7DEFGG91(*2((LLNNB(
'78H<7JH(C((-G=8HGD(#G<HI(
 
Authorized Personnel Requesting Check :(Print Name)  ___________________________________  

(Signature)____________________ Ministry Work Area:  Youth___ Children____Other_________ 
 

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""#$!%$&!'()&*!+*,$-!./)0!1)2*#$!%$&!'()&*!+*,$-!./)0!1)2*#$!%$&!'()&*!+*,$-!./)0!1)2*#$!%$&!'()&*!+*,$-!./)0!1)2*""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!!!!

Remarks 
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APPENDIX D 
 

POLICY OF KINGWOOD UNITED METHODIST CHURCH FOR THE PREVENTION OF ABUSE OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH 

EMPLOYEE & VOLUNTEER REFERENCE CHECK FORM 

Kingwood United Methodist Church 
 
(One Sheet per Reference) 
 
 
Name of Applicant: _____________________________________________________________________  
 
 
Name of Reference: ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
1. What is your relationship to the applicant? 
 
 
 
2. How long have you known the applicant? 
 
 
 
 
3. How would you feel about having the applicant as a volunteer worker with your child and/or youth? 
 
 
 
4. Do you know of any characteristics that would negatively affect the applicant’s ability to work with children and/or youth? If so, 
please describe. 
 
 
 
 
5. Do you have any knowledge that the applicant has ever been convicted of a crime?  If so, please describe. 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Comments: 
 
 
 
Reference inquiry completed by (Print Name):___________________________________________________________ 
 
Signature: ____________________________________________ Date: _________________________ 
 
Please return to: 
Kingwood United Methodist Church 
1799 Woodland Hills 
Kingwood, Texas 77339 
Attn:_________________________                    (281) 358-2137,     fax (281) 258-9261 
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APPENDIX E 
 

POLICY OF KINGWOOD UNITED METHODIST CHURCH FOR THE PREVENTION OF ABUSE OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH 

Age-Appropriate Discipline Methods - Children 
Kingwood United Methodist Church 

 
Our goal is to ensure that every child who participates in a Ministry is offered a safe environment 
where God is the center of all that we do and say. 
 
To do this, we need the children to follow these basic rules: 

1. Treat everyone with kindness and respect. 
2. Follow directions given by the teacher or leader of a ministry. 
3. Stay in the classroom at all times unless escorted by a teacher or leader. 
4. Remember, there is no fighting, name calling or rude behavior. 
5. Use all equipment properly. Treat property with respect and clean-up after yourself 

(remember this is God’s House) 
 
 As parents and teachers we realize that children are filled with energy; However, should a child’s 
behavior become disruptive to the class or any ministry, the following actions shall be taken: 
 
Pre-School: 

1. The teacher/leader shall redirect the child’s focus to an activity. 
2. A verbal warning and separation from the source of disruption 

Ex: separate children, put toy away, etc. 
3. Time-out in the classroom. Use this time to explain to the child why it is important to 

exercise proper behavior. 
4. As a last resort, the parent/guardian shall be located and asked to sit with the child or 

remove them from the activity for that day. 
 
Elementary: 

1. The teacher/leader shall redirect the child’s focus to an activity. 
Ex: ask the child to help. 

2.  A verbal warning and separation from the source of disruption 
Ex: separate children, put toy away, etc. 

3. Time-out in the classroom. Use this time to explain to the child why it is important to 
exercise proper behavior. 

4. Discuss the behavior with the appropriate Director. 
5. As a last resort, the parent/guardian shall be located and asked to sit with the child or 

remove them from the activity for that day. 
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APPENDIX F 
 

POLICY OF KINGWOOD UNITED METHODIST CHURCH FOR THE PREVENTION OF ABUSE OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH 

Age-Appropriate Discipline Methods – Youth 
Covenant of Conduct 

Kingwood United Methodist Church 
Galatians 5:22-23 

By contrast, the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, kindness, generosity, faithfulness, gentleness, 
and self-control.  There is no law against such things.  And those who belong to Christ Jesus have 
crucified the flesh with passion and desires.  If we live by the Spirit, let us also be guided by the 
Spirit.  Let us not become conceited, competing against one another, envying one another. 
 

I agree to participate in activities of the UMYF and other youth sponsored activities. 
 

During these events I agree to: 
• treat all persons, regardless of race, religion, and culture, with respect and consideration 
• respect the facility we are using 
• portray a positive role model for others by maintaining an attitude of respect, loyalty, patience, 

integrity, courtesy, tact and maturity 
 

During these events I agree to not: 
• use profanity 
• purchase or participate in the use of drugs or alcohol 
• participate in inappropriate displays of affection or sexual activity 
• conduct myself recklessly such that I cause injury to myself or others 
• make terroristic threat that would indicate intent to do bodily harm to self or others 
• participate in criminal mischief, reckless damage or destruction of property, structures, equipment, or 

vehicles, and theft 
• bring or use any weapon(s), fireworks, pets, pornographic materials or any other inappropriate items 
• abuse others; physically (e.g. strike, spank, shake, slap), verbally (e.g. humiliate, degrade, threaten), 

sexually (e.g. inappropriate touching, exposure or comments), or mentally (e.g. inconsistent 
standards, communicating one behavior and rewarding the opposite) 

• bring any electronic game, equipment, boom boxes, tape players or other items that may distract 
attention from my participation in UMYF or use when it would prevent others from getting appropriate 
and necessary rest 

 

Above all, I agree to have fun at all youth sponsored activities. 
 

I understand that: 
• I am financially responsible for any damage that should occur because of my negligence 
• all penalties are left up to the discretion of the Director of Youth Ministries, or his/her representative, 

with consultation of other Youth Counselors.  Note that penalties may include the possibility of being 
sent home at the parents expense. 

• The Kingwood Youth Covenant of Conduct does not cover all situations and is not all inclusive.  In 
the event that something arises that is not mentioned, the Director of Youth Ministries, or his/her 
representative, reserves the right to make all necessary decisions. 

I have read the “Covenant of Conduct” and fully agree with the conditions.  I understand that I will be 
excused from participating in UMYF or other youth sponsored activities if I violate any conditions of this 
covenant. 
 
____________________________________ ______________________________________ 
Signature of Participant Signature of Parent, if Participant is under 18 
____________________________________ 
Printed Name of Participant 
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APPENDIX H 
 

POLICY OF KINGWOOD UNITED METHODIST CHURCH FOR THE PREVENTION OF ABUSE OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH 

Employee/Volunteer Policy Agreement Form 
Kingwood United Methodist Church 

 
 

This is to confirm that I have received and read a copy of the Safe Sanctuary Policies of Kingwood 
United Methodist Church of Kingwood, Texas. Included within these policies is a legal definition of 
child abuse and neglect from the Texas Family Code and written information describing the Texas 
Laws regarding the reporting of suspected child abuse and/or neglect. 
 
 
 
 
Worker Name: (please print) __________________________________________________ 
 
 
Worker Signature: ________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Date: ________________________________ 
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APPENDIX I 
 

POLICY OF KINGWOOD UNITED METHODIST CHURCH FOR THE PREVENTION OF ABUSE OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH 

Fire & Building Safety Guidelines 
Kingwood United Methodist Church 

 
Prevention Measures 

 
Be alert to any potential causes for accidents, injuries, or fire in your area and during your event. If 
repairs are needed in an area, (frayed cords, broken chairs/tables, water on the floor, etc.) notify the 
Applicable Director or leader of ministry event. The buildings, grounds, and equipment must be 
maintained in order to protect the safety of all. 
 
First  Aid 

 
First Aid care shall be administered as soon as possible. First Aid kits and a guide to emergency 
care shall be available. If necessary, 911 shall be called for local emergency services to respond. 
Advance emergency medical release forms from the parent/guardian shall be obtained granting 
permission for a child’s emergency medical care. 
 
If a child/youth arrives ill or becomes ill (fever, vomiting, etc.) during a ministry event, the 
parent/guardian shall be contacted and asked to pick up their child/youth. 
 

These steps shall be followed when providing first aid that involves cleaning an open wound, 
bleeding cut, or examining the mouth: 

• Wear disposable gloves 

• Wash hands before and after administering aid 

• Use care in disposing trash. Place refuse that contains body fluids or blood in a sealed plastic 
bag and place in a trashcan with a plastic liner. 

• Clean the area with a disinfectant spray. 
 
Accident / Incident Response 
 

After first  aid has been administered and the injured person has been cared for, complete a KUMC 
Accident/Incident Report and notify the applicable Director. The Director shall follow through with 
any additional actions to be taken. 
 
Fire Evacuation & Response 

 
Fire evacuation plans shall be posted in each room. Workers shall be trained to understand 
evacuation procedures and locations of fire alarms, extinguishers and flashlights in the event of 
electrical failure. In the event of a fire, the first priority is to ensure the safety of all persons in your 
care. Secondly, pull the fire alarm or dial 911. Only if it is safe to do so, then attempt to contain the 
fire by shutting door or using a fire extinguisher. Do not use the elevator for evacuation. Evacuation 
plans shall be reviewed with children/youth periodically. 
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Severe Weather Response 
 
Severe weather plans shall be posted in each room. Workers shall be trained to understand safety 
procedures including evacuation plans and location of flashlights in the event of power outages. Do 
not use the elevator for evacuation. Evacuation plans shall be reviewed with children/youth 
periodically. 
 
Vandalism & Suspicious Behavior 
 
Any suspicious behavior or activity shall immediately be reported to the Worker in charge of a 
Ministry. If necessary, 911 shall be called for local police services to respond. All precautions shall 
be taken to maintain safety and security. This may include moving children/youth to a safe location, 
locking doors, etc. In cases deemed to pose an imminent danger to persons or property, no one shall 
attempt to intervene but shall wait for police to assess and act. After assuring that a situation is 
secure, the Worker shall complete a KUMC Accident/Incident Report and notify the Applicable 
Director. 
 
Automobile Incident Response 
 
In the event of an automobile accident during a ministry event, the driver shall first ensure the 
safety of all passengers, administer first aid and/or call 911 for emergency services as necessary. 
After assuring that the situation is safe, the driver shall notify the Worker in charge of the ministry 
event and complete a KUMC Accident/Incident Report. The Worker shall contact the applicable 
Director and/or Sr. Pastor. The applicable Director or Sr. Pastor shall notify parents/guardians 
promptly. 
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APPENDIX J 
 

POLICY OF KINGWOOD UNITED METHODIST CHURCH FOR THE PREVENTION OF ABUSE OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH 

ACCIDENT / INCIDENT REPORT 
Kingwood United Methodist Church 

 
Date: ____________________________ Time: _________________________ 

 
 
Name of Injured Person: 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Location of Incident: 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Program or Event: 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Description of Injury: 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Description of how incident occurred: 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
Supervisor of event at time of Incident: 
________________________________________________________ 
 
Witness(es) to 
Incident:____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Procedures followed: 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Other pertinent information: 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Name of person completing Incident Report: 
___________________________________________________ 
 
 
Phone Number: _______________________________________ 
 

Continued Next Page 
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TO BE COMPLETED BY APPLICABLE DIRECTOR OR SENIOR CLERGY 
 
Reported to Director or Senior Clergy 
  
 Date: ____________________________ Time: _________________________ 
Summary: 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 _______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 _______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Contact with victim’s parent/guardian:___________________________________________ 
 
Date/time: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Spoke with: ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Summary:  _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Contact local children and family service agency (if necessary)___________________________ 
 
Date/time: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Spoke with: ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Summary:________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Contact local law enforcement agency: ______________________________________________ 
 
Date/ time: 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Spoke with: ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Summary: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Other contacts:  __________________________________________________________________ 
 
Name: __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Date/time: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Summary: _______________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX K 
 

POLICY OF KINGWOOD UNITED METHODIST CHURCH FOR THE PREVENTION OF ABUSE OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH 

HOLD HARMLESS AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT 
 Kingwood United Methodist Church 

 
 
WHEREAS, KINGWOOD UNITED METHODIST CHURCH  (“Church”), has allowed 
___________________________________________(“Organization”) to use its campus facilities; 
 
WHEREAS, the Organization desires to use said campus facilities on a one time or repetitive basis 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS that for and in consideration 
of the Church allowing the Organization to use the Church’s campus facilities on a repetitive basis; 
 
The Organization hereby INDEMNIFIES, RELEASES, DISCHARGES AND HOLDS THE 
CHURCH HARMLESS from and against any and all actions, claims and/or damages arising from 
the Organization’s use of the Church’s campus facilities; 
 
The Organization hereby represents that it has read The Policy Of Kingwood United Methodist 
Church For the Prevention Of Abuse Of Children And Youth, and that it will adhere to all rules, 
policies and procedures set forth therein; 
 
The Organization hereby agrees this Hold Harmless and Indemnity Agreement shall include all 
costs, including, but not limited to, attorney’s fees and costs of court; 
 
The Organization hereby agrees that in the event that the Organization is notified of, or should have 
knowledge of, any action, claims and/or damages covered by this Hold Harmless and Indemnity 
Agreement, it shall promptly notify the Church’s Senior Clergy in writing, and the Organization 
shall immediately assume the cost of defense of such actions, claims and/or damages. 
 
 
Executed this ____ day of ____________________,20___. 
 
 
 
 
 
By:_____________________________________ (Signature) 
 
Printed Name:  ___________________________ 
 
Title/Position:  ____________________________ 
 
 




